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This thesis follows design items produced by artisans in a poor BOP community in 

India, sold by the Finnish design shop Tikau. The study examines the Tikau design 

network from a holistic view and identifies what kind of value is created for which 

actors in the design network. In addition the study examines if participating in the 

design network adds value to the BOP community and thereby improves the quality of 

life there. 

The existing research on value focuses on dyads, but there is a gap in value research 

from a network perspective. This thesis contributes to extending the notion of value 

from a value chain perspective to a network perspective. Furthermore, existing BOP 

literature has not yet studied value, and value literature has not empirically studied the 

poor. Due to the lack of previous research, the study was conducted qualitatively. The 

studied data includes voice recordings from interviews with six participants, 

photographs, videos, field notes, and reports. The empirical data was analyzed, and as 

a result, the values for the actors in the design network were identified. 

The results show that all actors in the network contribute to the value co-creation 

within the network. 8 new types of value categories were discovered from the empirical 

research. The results show that value is context-dependent, and in this context the 

actors in the design network are more interested in being involved in an important 

cause rather than receiving monetary gains. Lastly, it was concluded that the quality of 

life in the studied BOP community has significantly improved since the involvement in 

the design network. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 “The best anti-poverty programme is employment and the best road to economic 

empowerment and social well-being lies in decent work.” – Kofi Annan (2004) 

 

Almost half of the world’s population lives in absolute poverty (Martin & Hill, 2012). 

Widely spread poverty in developing countries is an economic, social, political, and 

moral problem (Karnani, 2007a). Eliminating or at least alleviating poverty is a critical 

challenge (ibid). Despite substantial progress, a lot of work remains in poverty 

alleviation (Blocker et al., 2012). 

The commercial and non-profit sectors could work together by joining forces, in order 

to enable and empower the poor, to create a world without poverty (Altman et al., 

2009). During the past decade, many multinational companies have tried to make a 

profit by solving the demanding needs of low-income communities (Simanis & Duke, 

2014).  

For many multinational companies, success in emerging markets requires identifying, 

hiring, developing and utilizing local talent (Altman et al., 2009). Those at the lowest 

levels of our global economy can be seen as effective and feasible producers, who 

contribute real economic value to both themselves as to their business partners (ibid). 

Creating decent employment opportunities at sensible wages is the best way to 

eradicate poverty, and there is much empirical evidence showing it (Karnani, 2007b). 

The growing global handicrafts market presents one opportunity for creating 

employment in developing countries. 

The global handicrafts market has been significantly increasing at a rapid pace, due to 

the growing interest in art and culture (Luckman, 2015; P&S Market Research, 2016). 

Handmade products appeal to people in search of something unique (Luckman, 2015). 

Numerous small enterprises have been established in developing countries in the latest 

years, where artisans from poor communities are involved in the creation processes of 

handicrafts (P&S Market Research, 2016).  

Global crafts in developed countries often come with narratives about exotic and 

endangered peoples and skills (Polsa & Press, 2016). Due to the involvement of the less 

fortunate, these handcrafted artworks are also cherished for humanitarian reasons 
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(P&S Market Research, 2016), and there is a strong market for such artworks as part of 

ethical consumption (Luckman, 2015). Furthermore, the involvement of many non-

profit organizations in promoting the handicrafts business has not only helped the 

artisans, but also driven the growth of the global handicrafts market (P&S Market 

Research, 2016). 

Currently, the growth of the global handicrafts market is up surging at a fast pace and 

the combination of ethnic and contemporary designs in handcrafted products is 

trending globally (P&S Market Research, 2016). Handicrafts are handmade and thereby 

imbued with a personal touch, and therefore they offer a sense of authenticity in today’s 

world (Luckman, 2015). Handicraft products have also been increasingly adopted 

among the high-class society, and therefore the quality of the handicraft products has 

also been increasingly improving (P&S Market Research, 2016). The items produced 

thus still reflect traditional craft practices, but are indeed products for the 

contemporary design handicrafts markets of the global west (Luckman, 2015). 

Due to the growing interest in the global west, a growth of development initiatives can 

be seen in which traditional crafting methods, designs and/or products are being 

customized into items for the global market (Luckman, 2015). The items produced may 

be repeatable, but always remain individually distinctive (ibid). The handicraft market 

is currently thriving in developing countries, such as India, in consequence of less 

initial investment and cheap labor (P&S Market Research, 2016). India is also one of 

the dominating exporting countries in the world for handicrafts (ibid). 

Typically local markets view crafts as low-value utilitarian products, instead of 

appreciating them as items to be treasured, which is why the crafts cannot compete on 

price or durability with machine-made options (Polsa & Press, 2016). Finding 

additional markets for crafts often involves looking far from the places they originate, 

but can preserve the production as well as create economic benefits for the makers 

(ibid). The handicrafts made in developing countries are therefore often exported to the 

developed countries (P&S Market Research, 2016). There are many examples of 

collaborations between craftspeople and designers that illustrate benefits to both 

groups, including enriching personal experiences for designers and makers, and 

developing new markets for new products (Murray, 2010). 
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1.1 Research problem 

The typical global supply chain of handicrafts includes the producers (the artisans), the 

designer, the seller, and the end consumer. Since the local markets where the 

handicrafts are produced do not appreciate the crafts as items to be cherished, they are 

low in value in their locale of production, while they are appreciated as design products 

in their locale of consumption. Therefore the value of the handicrafts changes 

significantly depending on their current position within the supply chain. How is the 

value created and why is it transforming within the supply chain? There is a gap in 

research when it comes to studying value creation in supply chain relationships 

(Hammervoll, 2009), value changes within a supply chain, and value has furthermore 

not been studied in a design context. The existing research on value focuses on dyads, 

but there is a gap in value research from a network perspective (Karababa & 

Kjeldgaard, 2013). 

 

The production of handicrafts is often situated in developing countries and the 

producers are often artisans from poor communities (P&S Market Research, 2016). The 

artisans are likely to live on less than $2 per day, which includes them in a segment of 

consumers that has become known as the Base of the Pyramid, BOP (Prahalad, 2005). 

BOP communities are characterized with a low literacy rate, in poor health, with 

limited access to media and struggling to meet basic needs (Prahalad, 2005; Hasan et 

al., 2016). In a global supply chain of handicrafts, the producers in the developing 

countries are members of BOP communities. Existing BOP literature has not yet 

studied value, and value literature has not empirically studied the poor (Kolk et al., 

2013). There is a need to combine value literature with BOP literature, in order to 

understand dimensions of value in a supply chain that includes a BOP community.  

 

However, the matter of impact measurement has become a specifically significant 

discussion amongst BOP researchers (e.g. London, 2009). The social impact of 

business involvement, such as handicraft production, in low-income communities is 

challenging to evaluate and there are limited objective assessments in the literature 

(Lindeman, 2014; Ansari et al., 2012; Kolk et al., 2013). Furthermore, clear theoretical 

frameworks for evaluating community empowerment are needed (Lindeman, 2014; 

Ansari et al., 2012). Value can be used as a tool to measure profitability, impact and 

success. The combination of value literature with BOP literature would research 
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whether these business involvements add any value to the BOP communities, and 

thereby create a clearer theoretical framework also for the assessment of impact.  

 

BOP initiatives are business initiatives that have great positive effects on the BOP 

communities they serve, by building local capacity and generating local livelihood, as 

well as engaging members of the local community as partners (bopglobalnetwork.org). 

To be able to combine profit with poverty alleviation, companies should create 

completely new business models and reinvent the products that are adapted to the BOP 

initiative (London & Hart, 2004; Simanis & Hart, 2008; Kolk et al., 2013). In 

comparison to traditional business initiatives, BOP initiatives should view the poor’s 

position in the value network as entrepreneurs instead of just as consumers (Karnani, 

2009). The results of Kolk’s review (2013) show that the clear majority of the articles in 

the BOP literature view the poor only as consumers, not as entrepreneurs. 

 

1.2 Purpose 

This thesis follows handcrafted products across a global design network, exploring how 

value is created and transformed as the objects crisscross cultural and physical distance 

and differing regimes of value. In the network the products are imbued with value as 

they move from the place of production all the way to the place of consumption. 

Furthermore, value is created and imbued not only in the products, but in all actors 

within the global network. 

The purpose of this research is to study what kind of value is created in the 

incompatible value regimes in the studied global design network. The purpose is also to 

find out whether the studied BOP initiative adds value to the BOP community, and 

thereby improves the quality of life in the community. 

 

More specifically, this research aims to answer the following two research questions: 

 

1) What kind of value is identified for the actors in the studied global design 

network? 

2) Does the BOP initiative add value to the BOP community and thereby improve 

the quality of life there? 
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1.3 Delimitations 

There are two delimitations in the research. Firstly, the empirical study is delimited to a 

specific case study – Case Tikau. When studying a global design network, this thesis 

studies the network of the company Tikau in particular. Furthermore the BOP 

community studied is a specific village in Odisha, India and its inhabitants. 

 

Secondly, the members of the BOP community studied are producers, not consumers, 

in the supply chain. As mentioned in the introduction, the handicrafts are not valued as 

items to be cherished in their locale of production, and therefore they are not consumed 

by the producers themselves. Furthermore, in successful BOP initiatives the key is to do 

business with the poor, as opposed to getting business from the poor (Martinez & 

Carbonell, 2007). Moreover Karnani (2007a) proposes a focus on the poor as producers 

rather than consumers, and emphasizes buying from the poor instead of selling to the 

poor. Therefore, in contrast to the majority of the existing articles in the BOP literature 

(Kolk et al., 2013), the individuals in the BOP communities will be viewed mainly as 

entrepreneurs and producers, not as consumers. 

 

1.4 Key concepts 

There are some concepts that are repeated throughout the study, and they will be 

explained and defined as following. Some terms and their definitions may vary in 

literature, which is why it is essential to specify how the concepts are used in this 

particular study. 

Handicrafts. Handicrafts refer to products that are made by hand, with the use of 

simple tools instead of machines. Handicrafts are artistic representations of a specific 

culture or an ethnic tradition, and they often include objects of utility or decoration. 

(P&S Market Research, 2016) 

Supply Chain. A supply chain is the network of organizations that are involved, through 

upstream and downstream flows, in the different processes and activities that produce 

value in the form of products or services delivered to the end consumer. The end 

consumer is also included as a part of the supply chain. (Christopher, 1992; Mentzer et 

al., 2001) 
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BOP. Almost two-thirds of the world’s population lives on less than $2 per day. This 

segment of consumers has become known as the Base of the Pyramid. Characterized 

with a low literacy rate, in poor health, with limited access to media, striving to meet 

basic needs and geographically isolated. (Prahalad, 2005; Hasan et al., 2016) 

BOP initiative. Business initiatives that have great positive effects on the BOP 

communities they serve, by building local capacity and generating local livelihood, as 

well as engaging members of the local community as partners. (BoP Global Network, 

2016) 

BSA. Business Social Action (BSA) initiatives are business plans built on making a 

positive difference in society in addition to making profit. (Martinez & Carbonell, 2007) 

Poverty. Continuing with the same principle of the initial articles about the BOP 

concept by Prahalad and his co-authors (Prahalad & Hammond, 2002; Prahalad & 

Hart, 2002), most of the articles in the BOP literature use a per capita income at or 

under $1500 or $2000 per year and others use a poverty threshold of $1 or $2 per day, 

to define poverty (Kolk et al., 2013). 

 

Community empowerment. Community empowerment is the process of enabling 

communities to increase control over the factors and decisions that shape their lives. By 

this process they increase their attributes and assets and thereby build capacities to 

gain partners, access, networks and/or a voice, in order to gain control. People or 

communities cannot “be empowered” by others; they can only empower themselves by 

obtaining more power in different forms. (World Health Organization, 2016) 

Value. The regard that something is held to deserve; the importance, worth, or 

usefulness of something. (Oxford Dictionaries) 

Perceived value. The consumer’s overall assessment of the utility of a product, based on 

perceptions of what is received and what is given. (Zeithaml, 1988) 

1.5 Structure of the paper 

This study is divided into five chapters. The introducing chapter includes background 

and a presentation of the current situation within the handicraft industry, the research 

problem, the purpose of the study, as well as delimitations of the study and a 
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presentation of the most important concepts. The chapter thereby demonstrates why 

the research question is of interest and needed. A research gap is also presented. 

 

In the second chapter, a theoretical discussion on Base of the Pyramid and value is 

presented. The theoretical framework is mainly based on previous literature, but since 

a research gap exists, the theory will also include contributions to the existing gap. The 

second chapter aims to provide a deep and comprehensive understanding of BOP 

initiatives, and value creation and transformation within networks and supply chains.  

 

In chapter 3, the methodology of the research and the data analysis are discussed 

through motivations and descriptions. Chapter 3 aims to thoroughly outline the 

research process.  In addition, the case study of the thesis is presented in this chapter.  

 

In chapter 4 the data obtained from the empirical research is analyzed and results are 

presented. Following, in chapter 5, the main findings of the research are summarized 

and discussed. Finally, the theoretical implications, limitations of the study, theoretical 

contribution of the study, and suggestions for further research are concluded. 
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2 VALUE WITHIN BOP INITIATIVE NETWORKS 

In this chapter, literature on Base of the Pyramid (BOP) and on value is discussed in 

order to provide a deeper understanding for the theoretical framework. As existing 

value literature has not yet studied value from a supply chain or network perspective, 

nor has BOP literature studied value, not all parts of the literature discussion will be 

based on earlier or existing research.  

This chapter is divided into 4 parts. First, literature on Base of the Pyramid is 

overviewed, highlighting those parts that are most significant to this study. Second, 

relevant value literature is presented and discussed. Finally, a summary will be 

presented, and the importance of the study is motivated by presenting a summary of 

the research gap. 

2.1 Base of the Pyramid 

The awareness of corporate sustainability not only being the “right thing to do”, but 

also reasonable from a business perspective is increasing. Sustainability can be a driver 

for creating new market spaces, and many consider the unexploited market 

opportunities in the developing world to be ideal for integrating business with 

sustainability. (Olsen & Boxenbaum, 2009) 

One of the first and most influential schools of thought in this area of research has 

become known as the Base (or Bottom) of the Pyramid (BOP) concept, originated by 

C.K. Prahalad and S.L. Hart in 1999. The BOP concept suggests that there are strong 

business opportunities associated with the base of the world’s economic pyramid 

(Olsen & Boxenbaum, 2009). The base of the world’s economic pyramid has become 

known as the Base of the Pyramid (BOP), and includes almost two-thirds of the world’s 

population who live on less than $2 per day (Hasan et al., 2016). This segment of 

people is characterized with a low literacy rate, in poor health, striving to meet basic 

needs, and with limited access to media (Prahalad, 2005). 

Prahalad (2005) suggests that the poor should be recognized as flexible and creative 

entrepreneurs instead of just victims, and by doing so a whole new world of 

opportunities will open up. The main argument in the BOP concept is in consequence 

that poverty can be relieved by economically beneficial activities (Kolk et al., 2013). 

There are sustainable business opportunities associated with the BOP communities, 
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and BOP initiatives can be defined as “the creation of new profit-seeking market 

opportunities to low-income segments in the developing world with the simultaneous 

goal of contributing to the resolution of significant societal problems in these regions” 

(Olsen & Boxenbaum, 2009, p.102). BOP initiatives are business initiatives that have 

great positive effects on the BOP communities they serve, by building local capacity and 

generating local livelihood, as well as engaging members of the local community as 

partners (BoP Global Network, 2016). 

 

BOP initiatives can therefore also be seen as BSA (Business Social Action) initiatives, 

since the goal is to make a positive difference in society in addition to making profit. 

The main criteria to be recognized as such, is to help create economic wealth, and the 

economic progress has to generate assets for society beyond the generation of profits. 

(Martinez & Carbonell, 2007) 

 

The opportunities at the BOP cannot be made use of unless large and small firms, 

governments, civil society organizations, development agencies, and the poor 

themselves work together with a mutual agenda (Prahalad, 2005). The 

interconnectedness of the approach to economic development and social 

transformation is visualized in Figure 1.  

 

 
Figure 1 The interconnectedness of the approach to economic development and social 
transformation (Prahalad, 2005) 

 

What distinguishes BOP initiatives from corporate philanthropy is the belief that profit 

can be achieved by “doing good”, since corporate philanthropy does not require a 
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profit-generating element (Olsen & Boxenbaum, 2009). BOP initiatives can however be 

seen as ethical commitment from the company (Martinez & Carbonell, 2007). 

2.1.1 Business and entrepreneurship as a tool for poverty reduction 

The discussion regarding business as a tool for poverty reduction recognizes more 

frequently that involvement in subsistence settings is a matter of market creation 

instead of market entry (Lindeman, 2014). The poor cannot afford to consume more, 

and the only way to truly help the poor and to alleviate poverty is to raise the income 

that the poor earn (Karnani, 2007a). 

 

Entrepreneurship on a massive scale is the key (Prahalad, 2005). Entrepreneurship in 

developing countries usually involves activities that require some or zero specialized 

skills, low entry barriers, and restricted or zero scalability (Kolk et al., 2013). Market 

development at the BOP creates millions of new entrepreneurs at the grass roots level 

(Prahalad, 2005). There is significant evidence of a strong link between poverty 

alleviation and economic growth (Karnani, 2007a). 

 

Therefore, in comparison to traditional business initiatives, BOP initiative companies 

should see the poor as entrepreneurs in the network instead of just as consumers 

(Karnani, 2009). The results of Kolk’s review (2013) show that the clear majority of the 

articles in the BOP literature view the poor only as consumers, not as entrepreneurs. An 

accurate characterization of BOP individuals both as consumers and as producers is 

required in order to fully understand their needs, perceptions and behaviors (Wood et 

al., 2008), yet when discussing solutions to poverty it is helpful to conceptually distinct 

the role of the poor as consumers and producers (Karnani, 2007a).  

 

There is significant empirical evidence showing that creating opportunities for steady 

employment at sensible earnings is the best way to eradicate poverty. Furthermore, 

there is evidence linking productivity and decent work. It is enlightening to look at the 

pattern of poverty and employment over time, for example in India. India’s efforts at 

poverty reduction have been hindered by its poor performance in creating jobs. 

Furthermore, creating jobs alone is not enough – productivity should be increased so 

much that the wages of the poor are high enough to enable them to rise above the 

poverty threshold. (Karnani, 2007a) 
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Successful BOP initiatives involve managing substantial challenges in technical and 

economic infrastructure, education, financial resources, and cultural differences (Wood 

et al., 2008). To be able to successfully combine profit with poverty alleviation, 

companies should create completely new business models and reinvent the products or 

services and customize them to the BOP initiative (London & Hart, 2004; Simanis & 

Hart, 2008; Kolk et al., 2013).  

 

The BOP can be a source of innovations for products and processes. Many local 

innovations can be leveraged through other BOP markets, creating global opportunities 

for local innovations, and some innovations from the BOP markets can find 

applications in developed markets as well (Prahalad, 2005). The products produced at 

the BOP should be sold to efficient markets, such as middle and upper income groups 

as well as export markets, in order to capture the full value of the poor’s input (Karnani, 

2007a). 

 

In conclusion, supported by Karnani (2007a), the best way for private companies to 

support eradicate poverty is to invest in promoting the skills and productivity of the 

poor and to create more employment opportunities for them and thereby increase their 

income. This is the true win-win solution for all and the real fortune at the base of the 

pyramid (Karnani, 2007a).  

2.1.2 Impact measurement for BOP initiatives 

The matter of impact measurement has become an especially significant question midst 

BOP scholars (e.g. London, 2009). In order to evaluate whether a BOP initiative has 

truly made any social difference in the community or profit for the company, the 

impact of the initiative has to be measured. Economic and social impacts can be 

examined and measured respectively (Kolk et al., 2013).  

 

The objectives of different organizations to use impact assessment tools includes 

proving positive impact for host governments, stakeholders, customers, or local 

communities, checking for any negative impacts and identifying possible risks on time, 

strengthening relationships with key stakeholders, improving processes for activities in 

the future, and comparing with others to evaluate overall impact or cost-effectiveness 

(Chapple, 2012). 
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The diverse mix of companies involved in BOP initiatives varies in size, sector and 

location, which make it challenging to define and measure precise impact (Nagasaki, 

2016). Impact can be assessed from different perspectives such as the economy as a 

whole (GDP), the local community (local incomes and employment), individuals as 

employees (wages, employment) or individuals as people (quality of life, self-esteem) 

(Chapple, 2012). 

 

The nature of the benefits that members in a BOP community obtain from a BOP 

initiative depends on whether the members are consumers, employees or suppliers of 

the company involved in the BOP initiative. As employees, people at the BOP can 

benefit from earning an income, when as consumers they can benefit from access to 

affordable and vital products. The benefits hence vary heavily depending on BOP 

initiative, making it challenging to compare dissimilar benefits and measure their 

impact meaningfully. Therefore, the impact of inclusive BOP initiatives should be 

evaluated in the local contexts where they operate. (Nagasaki, 2016) 

When measuring the financial effect of BOP initiatives for the company, profit or 

similar alternatives such as price, cost, margin, revenue, market penetration, customer-

base growth, number of customers, dividends, and market capitalization are usually 

used (Kolk et al., 2013). The decrease in poverty is better understood as the increase in 

wellbeing (Lindeman, 2014; Alkire, 2010; Nussbaum & Sen, 1993; Robeyns & Crocker, 

2010), and therefore impact in subsistence settings is also often measured in terms of 

increase in wellbeing. 

 

Existing articles show a wide variety of measures for evaluating social impact on local 

populations. Such measures include education, access to health care, quality of water, 

employment/unemployment, business income generation, and additional terms that 

are harder to define such as emancipation, diminished exploitation, and quality of life 

(Kolk et al, 2013). Measuring quality of life includes observing factors such as life 

satisfaction, physical health, employment, education, level of independence, family, 

sense of optimism, and housing (IESE Insight, 2013). 

 

The impact on BOP households can be even greater than giving them access to basic 

human needs, if they benefit from having new income earning opportunities as 

employees or producers for companies. By providing forms of employment 
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opportunities for the poor companies can create a great depth of impact and contribute 

to life-changing human development. (Nagasaki, 2016) 

 

When measuring BOP-initiative-specific impact, firstly useful data on business 

operations and beneficiaries should be gathered. As a consequence of collecting and 

analyzing customized and comprehensive data from the companies, a more detailed 

understanding of how distinctive inclusive BOP initiatives benefit the people at the 

BOP is obtained. (Nagasaki, 2016) 

 

In order to determine whether a BOP initiative has any positive impact on the BOP 

community, value can be used as a tool to measure the impact of the initiative. Is there 

any value created for the BOP community, and if so, what kind of value? Furthermore, 

this thesis studies value within the entire BOP initiative network. Which actors in a 

BOP initiative network perceive what type of value? Value is discussed in detail in the 

following chapter.  

2.2 Value within networks and supply chains 

Value subsists in the actions and interactions within the supply chain, which resources 

make possible and support (Arnould, 2014). This chapter discusses value research in 

terms of definitions, dimensions, value creation processes and value outcomes. The 

value research is applied to the perspective of value within supply chains and networks, 

and in particular such supply chains and networks that include BOP communities or 

initiatives. 

2.2.1 Defining value 

Most dictionaries have between 10 and 25 different meanings for the term value 

(Rutner & Langley, 2000). Furthermore, researchers have stated their criticism for 

value being one of the most misused terms (Leszinski & Marn, 1997) and that there is 

ambiguity in regard to the definition (Sánchez-Fernández & Iniesta-Bonillo, 2007). 

Therefore the most common definitions of value are presented next, followed by 

precising which definition will be used in this study. 

According to Oxford Dictionaries, value is defined as “the regard that something is held 

to deserve; the importance, worth, or usefulness of something”. From a customer 

perspective, value can also be defined as the “potential of a product or service to satisfy 
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customer’s need and wants” (Sheth, Mittal & Newman, 1999; p.58). Zeithaml (1988) 

describes value as the “consumer’s overall assessment of the utility of a product based 

on perceptions of what is received and what is given” (p.14).  

Value in the economic sense refers to the “degree to which objects are desired, 

particularly, as measured by how much others are willing to give up to get them” 

(Graber, 2001; p.1). A different view is the non-corporeal nature or the idea of value, in 

which value exists but is impossible to physically visualize or possess (Rutner & 

Langley, 2000; p. 75). In this theme definitions describe it as “worth, usefulness, 

quality, desirability and importance to the possessor” (ibid). 

Holbrook (1994:27) defines value as an “interactive relativistic preference experience”. 

Holbrook (1994) views value from a consumer perspective, but Holbrook’s notion can 

be extended to other actors in a network as well, and is therefore not only valid for 

consumers. Interaction within the definition refers to the collaboration between the 

actors and the product/service, which assumes that value only exists if the 

product/service pleases the actors. Relativism implies that the actors compare old and 

new alternatives, and therefore values can vary between actors since it depends on the 

situational context. Due to the comparison, preference is the third characteristic of 

value. Finally, value for the consumer is found rather in the experience of consumption 

than in the actual purchase. This point can be extended from the consumer to all actors 

across a supply chain or network, where all types of experiences can produce value for 

the actors. (Holbrook, 1994) 

Holbrook’s (1994) definition of value is used in this thesis, since this thesis views value 

as dynamic and dependent on context. The following section will discuss different value 

dimensions further, to aid the categorization of value in a BOP network. 

2.2.2 Dimensions of value 

Whilst developing a more comprehensive view on how value is used in marketing 

theory and in consumer research, there is a need for demonstrating that economic, 

social and semiotic values form diverse context-related conceptualizations of value 

(Graeber, 2001; Karababa & Kjeldgaard, 2013). In this chapter different dimensions 

and conceptualizations of value will be presented and defined. 

 

Economic value 
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Value in the economic sense refers to the “degree to which objects are desired, 

particularly, as measured by how much others are willing to give up to get them” 

(Graber, 2001; p.1). Economic value therefore means the maximum amount of money, 

or commodities, a consumer or another actor is willing to pay for an item or service in a 

free market economy (investopedia.com). Economic value can also be defined as the 

amount that is considered to be a fair or proper equivalent for something sold or 

exchanged (Rutner & Langley, 2000). 

 

The concept of economic value is founded in political and classical economic theory 

(Karababa & Kjeldgaard, 2013). Economic value can be seen as the labor time that is 

required to produce an item, and the value remaining after the economic value is the 

difference between the exchange value and the total value that was used for production, 

including resources and raw materials, manufacturing methods, and labor power 

(Karababa & Kjeldgaard, 2013). 

 

The economic value of a company’s product is defined by their pricing strategy, and 

price is realized as money and is usually decided with regards to production costs or 

competitors’ prices, but recently and more frequently also with regards to the extent of 

usefulness or “use value” for the consumer (Yip, 2012; Karababa & Kjeldgaard, 2013). 

 

Economic value in a global supply chain can refer to profit for the company, income for 

producers, designers or company employees, price of the product or service for the end 

consumer, or cost of raw materials. Economic value for BOP communities refers to 

received income. 

 

Social value 

 

Social values are generally referred to as ‘goodness’ and used either as the ethical 

meaning of goodness, or culturally as the ‘goodness of something’ (Karababa & 

Kjeldgaard, 2013). Culturally ‘the goodness of something’ can be for example the 

goodness of a person, a product, an idea or an endeavor, which is regarded as good and 

valued in life in that specific culture (ibid.). Social values are in other words things that 

are important to us (socialvalueuk.org). Rokeach (1979: p.2) defines social values as 

“core conceptions of the desirable within every individual and society”. Boksberger & 

Melsen (2011) define social value as “the perceived utility through the association with 
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positively or negatively stereotyped demographic, socioeconomic and cultural-ethic 

groups” (p.232). Values are considered to be universal, yet cultural differences are 

distinguished between diverse social values (Karababa & Kjeldgaard, 2013). Examples 

of social values can be the value experienced from increasing one’s confidence, or from 

living close to a community park (socialvalueuk.org).   

 

From the perspective of BOP communities, social value refers to the impact of 

programs and initiatives, including the wellbeing of the community and its individuals 

in addition to social capital (socialvalueportal.com). From a business perspective social 

value can be summarized as the social value outcome generated by an organization or 

company to society, through its financial and/or non-financial activities (ibid). For 

individuals in a BOP community that function as producers in a supply chain, examples 

of social values are finding meaning and importance through employment, experience 

of independence through earning income and experience of decreasing social stigma 

within the society. Additionally in fair trade and sustainable supply chains, social values 

for producers, as well as distributors, designers, sellers and consumers, include the 

feeling of being a part of something meaningful and good. 

 

Semiotic value 

 

Semiotic value means sign value, cultural meaning or meanings associated with feelings 

(Graeber, 2001; Karababa & Kjeldgaard, 2014). Cultural meanings are intermediated 

throughout consumption and continuously reconstructed and co-created between 

numerous actors, such as marketers and consumers (Karababa & Kjeldgaard, 2o13). 

Consumers purchase items that have personal and social meanings in addition to just 

the necessary utility functions (Levy, 1959). Therefore producers, marketers and 

designers as well as consumers can all aid in creation of meaning for the products or 

services, either individually or collectively (McCracken, 1986). Through marketing 

communication activities social values are impregnated to the items, translated into 

semiotic value, and transformed into exchange value (Karababa & Kjeldgaard, 2013). 

 

Semiotic value in this thesis is observed both from the consumer perspective as well as 

from the project perspective. The consumer perspective refers to what semiotic value is 

for the consumer and how they perceive the meaning of the product and its story, when 

as the project perspective refers to how Tikau and the project network aids to transfer 

the meaning of the whole project to the consumer. 
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Type of value Definition 

Economic Income or price 

Social Goodness of something, person, idea, product or activity 

Semiotic Cultural meaning or sign value 

Table 1 Summary of value typology (Karababa & Kjeldgaard, 2014) 

 

Perceived value 

The perceived value of a consumer is defined as the consumer’s overall assessment of 

the utility of a product, based on perceptions of what is received and what is given 

(Zeithaml, 1988). Information about the product is recalled within the consumer’s 

mind on different levels – product attributes are recalled at the very plainest level, 

when as values such as emotional payoffs or personal values subsist on more abstract 

and multifaceted levels (Karababa & Kjeldgaard, 2013; Gummerus, 2013). Utilitarian 

value can be described as something that results from a “conscious pursuit of an 

intended consequence”, and is task-oriented and rational (Babin et al., 1994, p.645). 

Instead of viewing only economic perspective and usefulness as the only attributes of 

the physical product, functional, practical and emotional benefits can be included in the 

view of perceived value (Karababa & Kjeldgaard, 2013). Perceived value demonstrates 

how economic value coexists together with semiotic values like feelings, which generate 

meanings (Karababa & Kjeldgaard, 2013; Coutelle-Brillet et al., 2014). The idea of 

perceived value therefore combines both economic and semiotic values in its 

conceptualization (Karababa & Kjeldgaard, 2013; Boksberger & Melsen, 2011).  

Sheth, Newman and Gross (1991) introduced five new categories of different types of 

perceived value. These five categories are functional, social, conditional, emotional and 

epistemic. Sheth, Newman and Gross (1991) base their theory on consumption values, 

explaining consumers’ motives to buy a specific product or service. Their theory is also 

applicable to other actors than consumers in a network context, explaining the actors’ 

motives for involvement. The definitions of the five categories are included in table 2. 

Zeithaml (1988) in addition to other authors (e.g. Karababa & Kjeldgaard, 2013), 

include functional and practical benefits in the notion of perceived value, but do not 

define the concept of functional or practical benefits. Definitions of practical and 

functional value are quite similar to each other with only a nuanced difference between 
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them, which is why it is essential to clearly define the two in order to distinguish them. 

Sheth, Newman & Gross (1991, p.161) define functional value as: 

“The perceived utility acquired from an alternative’s capacity for functional, utilitarian, 
or physical performance. An alternative acquires functional value through the 
possession of salient functional, utilitarian, or physical attributes. Functional value is 
measured on a profile of choice attributes.” 

This definition of functional value is applied in this thesis. The author has not found a 

definition for practical value in existing literature. In this thesis practical value refers to 

benefits of product attributes, which are highly suitable and effective in nature. 

There are value perceptions that are sometimes overlooked due to their complexity, 

such as ethical, aesthetic and hedonic value (Holbrook, 2002). Ethical, aesthetic and 

hedonic values can be perceived by actors within a BOP network, which is why these 

values are also part of the framework for the analysis. Definitions of these values are 

included in table 2. 

Type of value Definition 

Utility The use value or usefulness of a product. 

Functional Benefits of functional, utilitarian or physical attributes. 

Social Association with positively or negatively stereotyped social 
groups. 

Conditional Functional or social value that is only valuable during a specific 
condition. 

Emotional Feelings, memories and affection associated with a product. 

Epistemic Capacity to arouse curiosity, provide novelty, or satisfy a desire 
for knowledge. 

Hedonic Value associated with pleasure. 

Aesthetic Value of appealing appearance. 

Ethical Value to do what is right according to personal beliefs. 

Practical Benefits which are highly suitable and effective. 

Table 2 Summary of definitions of perceived value 

 

Experiential value 
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The experiential aspects, for example dreams, fantasies, feelings, and fun experienced 

through consumption, are important aspects of consumption (Holbrook & Hirschman, 

1982). Through consumers’ purchasing experiences, emotional values and self-concept 

enhancements (identity values) instantiate (Babin et al., 1994; Karababa & Kjeldgaard, 

2013).  Hence, experiential value in a market context integrates semiotic value 

(meanings associated with feelings) and economic value (Karababa & Kjeldgaard, 

2013). 

Experiential value is perceived specifically through consumer experiences (e.g. 

Holbrook, 1994), and therefore, according to Holbrook (1994) the consumer is the only 

party in the network potentially perceiving experiential value. In the case of fair trade 

or sustainable supply chains or networks including BOP communities, the end 

consumer is able to fulfill a dream or ideology of participating in helping the poor and 

thereby perceiving experiential value through the purchase of the product. Especially if 

the end customer is aware of the origin of the products and the story of the producers, 

the purchase can create a greater and more emotional purchasing experience for the 

consumer. 

However, Holbrook’s notion (1994) can also be extended to other actors, and is 

therefore not only valid for consumers. The interaction in the definition refers to a 

collaborative relationship between the consumer and the product or service, but in a 

network context other actors also collaborate with the product, and can therefore also 

experience experiential value. 

The study by Babin et al. (1994) shows that emotional and identity values are 

discovered through experiences. Therefore the experience can be extended from just 

purchasing a product to for example participating in a project or network. 

Table 2 presents hedonic value as a perceived value. Hedonic value can furthermore be 

viewed as an experiential value, since hedonic consumption is usually related with 

experiential aspects of consumption (Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982). Hedonic 

consumption is associated with e.g. perceived freedom, fantasy fulfillment, 

experimentation with identity, and escapism (Babin et al., 1994). 

Type of value Definition 

Freedom Value of perceived freedom 
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Fantasies Value of fantasies deriving from experiences or purchases 

Emotions Value of capacity to arouse feelings or affective states. 

Fun Value of having fun 

Escapism Value of escaping from reality or seeking distraction 

Fulfillment Value of feeling fulfilled when achieving something desired 

Involvement Value of participating in something important 

Network Value of being included in a network 

Identity Value of contributing to the individual’s self-expression 

Table 3 Summary of definitions of experiential value 

2.2.3 Value creation 

Understanding value creation processes and how value is generated has been 

recognized as equally important as understanding value outcomes (Gummerus, 2013; 

Veloutsou et al., 2002). Value creation processes include the parties, activities and 

resources involved in value creation (Gummerus, 2013).  

Value creation merely emerges in the context of exchange (Vargo & Lusch, 2004; 

Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982; Karababa & Kjeldgaard, 2013; McCracken, 1986). The 

exchange does not necessarily have to be monetary, but can also be an exchange of 

ideas or exchange of help for example. 

Traditionally value creation processes are situated on the production and/or marketing 

side of the exchange, when as fresher research reflects the role of the consumer in the 

value and/or meaning creation process as well (e.g. Karababa & Kjeldgaard, 2013; 

Gummerus, 2013). However, current research offers an alternative to these traditional 

views on value creation, based on the logic that no company is an island (Håkansson & 

Snehota, 2006) and companies rarely create value in isolation (Hammervoll, 2009). 

This argument is especially valid in the context of supply chains and networks. Vargo 

(2008) states in consequence that in order to understand value creation processes, a 

‘zoomed out’ view of the entire network is required. Value co-creation will therefore be 

discussed in detail in the following section. 
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2.2.4 Co-created value 

Recognizing the logic of business environments and ecosystems that feature value co-

creation is a necessity for competitiveness, and value co-creation has therefore become 

a key concept within business management (Saarijärvi et al., 2013). 

Several different views exist in value literature on who is engaged in the value creation 

processes and how value is generated (Gummerus, 2013; Saarijärvi et al., 2013). Figure 

1 portrayed how several different parties are interconnected in economic development 

and social transformation, and consequently value in accordance is also created 

through co-creation of a company and other actors (Håkansson & Snehota, 2006; 

Vargo & Lusch, 2008). In co-creation processes, several actors are involved in the 

activities through the integration of resources (Gummerus, 2013). Saarijärvi and his co-

authors (2013) propose a focus towards reinventing value in terms of the value-creating 

process itself, in which different actors such as producers, business partners, 

consumers and other allies work together in order to co-produce value.  

The discussion on value co-creation intensified due to research on Service Dominant 

Logic (SDL) by Vargo & Lusch (2004, 2008) (Saarijärvi et al., 2013). The SDL 

perspective throws away the notion that value would be implanted in physical objects, 

and proposes instead that in a use-context, value is defined and co-created by the 

consumer and the marketer together through integration (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). 

However, in the case of networks including BOP members as the producers, even the 

producers, the designer and the NGO are involved in the value creation process, in 

addition to merely the consumer and the marketer. Therefore all actors in the network 

are interrelated in the value creation process (Saarijärvi et al., 2013). 

The value experienced and perceived by consumers is defined as value-in-use (Vargo & 

Lusch, 2004). Through SDL research the interdependence of different forms of value 

has become evident (Karababa & Kjeldgaard, 2013). Numerous types of value are 

involved in the value creation process, such as revenues and profits for merchants in 

forms of economic value, but also non-utilitarian values such as emotional and 

symbolic values that are created through consumer experience (Payne et al., 2008; 

Karababa & Kjeldgaard, 2013). Social value, semiotic value and experiential value are 

additional forms of non-utilitarian values, and can be experienced by producers, 

designers and volunteer workers in addition to consumers. Consumers are often seen 

as collaborators in the company’s innovation and co-creation process (e.g. Schau et al., 
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2009) but producers, designers and volunteer workers are involved in this process as 

well. 

There are numerous differing interpretations in value co-creation literature of what 

constitutes the value co-creation (Saarijärvi et al., 2013; Gummerus, 2013; Karababa & 

Kjeldgaard, 2013). Saarijärvi and his co-authors (2013) created a business-oriented 

framework to help comprehend specific value co-creation by dismantling the value co-

creation process into its fundamental components. This framework is presented in 

Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 Dismantling value co-creation into its fundamental components (Saarijärvi et al. 
2013) 

 

The first step is to clarify what kind of value is created and for whom it is created. From 

a network perspective including a BOP initiative, the created value can be both 

monetary and non-monetary, and the actors perceiving value can be any or all parties 

in the network – producers, designers, company employees, volunteer workers or 

customers. The ‘co’ component in the model defines the actors that are involved in the 

value co-creation process. Approaches can differ from customer-firm perspective to 

networks, and in order to understand the specific value co-creation process it is 

essential to clarify which actors are involved. As pointed out in the beginning of this 

chapter, value co-creation processes regarding BOP initiative –inclusive networks, all 

actors are interconnected in the value co-creation process – producers, designers, 

volunteer workers, company individuals, and consumers. ‘Creation’ is the third 

component in the value co-creation process.  Creation in this regard refers to the 

“process of integrating different resources from different actors in order to actualize 

their value potential” (Saarijärvi et al., 2013; p. 11). This process refers to the activity or 
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way, through which resources are offered in innovative ways for other actors. In a BOP 

initiative examples of such activities are co-design between producer and designer or 

co-development between NGO and community.  

2.2.5 Value outcome 

The value outcome can be defined as ‘what a party perceives to be the result from 

exchange and/or for use’ (Gummerus, 2013: p.20). Value outcomes are determined by 

single actors, since value outcomes are uniquely and subjectively determined (ibid). 

Traditionally, the maximization of customer value is seen as the ultimate goal for 

companies, along with shareholder value (Gummerus, 2013; Bolton et al., 2007). 

However, in the case of networks that include BOP communities, it is not only 

customer value and/or shareholder value that is the ultimate value outcome goal. In the 

case of BOP initiatives value for the individuals in the BOP community can be seen as a 

more important goal than customer value or shareholder value. 

Furthermore, in value literature the value outcome is often discussed in terms of what 

the customer receives (e.g. Babin & James, 2010; Bolton et al., 2007; DeSarbo et al., 

2001) as opposed to discussing what the value outcome is for all stakeholders. It is 

stated that understanding customer value in particular is important, since researchers 

have concluded that value is the “concept that captures the result of service” or goods 

(Babin & James, 2010: p. 471). However, in the case of BOP initiatives, it is not only the 

value outcome for the customers that affect the result of the service or good involved in 

the initiative. Therefore, determination of value outcome should refer to the value 

outcome that customers, or any other party in the network, perceive.  Multiple actors 

are engaged in the value co-creation processes, and are accordingly also a part of the 

value outcome determination (Gummerus, 2013). Furthermore, according to Babin & 

James (2010) value is traditionally referred to as the concept that captures the result of 

goods or services, but in BOP initiative networks value can also be resulted from 

activities such as voluntary work.  

Value outcome determination can be divided into three different categories that are 

value as means-ends, value as benefits and value as experience outcomes (Gummerus, 

2013; Sánchez-Fernández & Iniesta-Bonillo, 2007). These value outcomes will be 

discussed next. 
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Value as benefits 

This approach views value as a judgment of utility made by an actor (Zeithaml, 1988). 

Zeithaml (1988) defines perceived value as the consumer’s overall assessment of the 

utility of a product, based on perceptions of what is received and what is given. Benefits 

are referred to with what is received, and sacrifices with what is given (e.g. Coutelle-

Brillet et al., 2014). Therefore a consumer, or any other actor in a network, bases the 

judgment on inputs (benefits) versus outputs (sacrifices), examples of inputs and 

outputs being quality versus cost (Gummerus, 2013). Additional examples of benefits 

include relationships, know-how and social benefits (ibid), when as sacrifices range 

from being monetary to non-monetary (e.g. time and effort) (Woodall, 2003). A value 

outcome exists if the inputs exceed the outputs, i.e. the benefits exceed the sacrifices. 

The value as benefits approach aligns with the concept of perceived value. 

Value as experience outcomes 

The value as experience outcome proposes that value is an experience based on 

interaction between subject and object (Gummerus, 2013) or between subjects. 

Contrary to the value as benefits approach, this approach does not assume that actors 

constantly evaluate trade-offs between benefits and sacrifices, but emphasizes the 

meaning of experiences (Gummerus, 2013). 

Value is created when the customer’s wellbeing has somehow been improved (Vargo & 

Lusch, 2008; Gummerus, 2013). Vargo & Lusch (2008) exemplify this with a consumer 

feeling pleased for the service/product has accomplished to fulfill its value proposition 

and has been integrated in the consumer’s life. However, from a BOP initiative’ 

network perspective, value is created when any party experiences that their wellbeing 

has somehow been improved. Gummerus (2013) suggests it is possible that Vargo & 

Lusch (2008) mean that all of the actors involved would get to determine value from 

their own subjective perspective. 
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3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In this chapter the research methodology of the thesis is presented, which aims to 

discuss the research process and approach in detail. Firstly, the case study of the 

research is presented. Secondly, the choice of research method is motivated, followed 

by presenting the data collection and the selection of the sample and explaining the 

approach of the data analysis process. Lastly the quality of the research is discussed and 

evaluated, including the evaluation of the reliability and the validity of the research. 

3.1 Case Tikau 

This thesis studies only one specific BOP initiative in depth, to acquire as detailed and 

comprehensive data as possible for the analysis. The BOP initiative case chosen is the 

company Tikau and their “Design Helps” project, and is presented in this chapter.  

Tikau is a Finnish company founded by Taina Snellman in 2008. Tikau fuses 

Scandinavian design with Indian handicraft traditions, with the vision of employing 

and empowering artisans in rural India. The name “Tikau” derives from a Hindi word 

meaning sustainable and durable, and was chosen to reflect the company’s philosophy 

of contributing to the long-term wellbeing of the world’s less fortunate through 

sustainable production and business practices. Tikau pursues to find indigenous 

products in rural India that are adaptable for interior decorating and fashion markets 

in Europe. (tikau.com) 

Tikau employs local weavers in their home villages exclusively to develop innovative 

designs for the target market. The company selects its workers from deprived 

communities in rural India, mainly for their production skills, although commitment to 

the community has an impact as well. As each item is handmade, each product conveys 

the unique and distinctive signature of the artisan who has made it. The artisans are 

employed as independent entrepreneurs and are free to work for other buyers, although 

many have decided to work exclusively for Tikau given the work conditions. (tikau.com)  

Tikau collaborates closely with the charity-based NGO Tikau Share. Tikau Share’s 

sustainable development activities include employment programs, education, health 

care, housing, among other things. Ecological production, sustainable consumption as 

well as sustainable employment are forms of Tikau Share’s sustainable development 

work. (tikaushare.org) 
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“Design Helps” along with the Tikau Light Collection is a humanitarian project initiated 

by Tikau together with Tikau Share back in 2009. The Tikau Light Collection is an 

innovative lighting concept that with the help and use of design offers help and 

sustainable employment to undeveloped and poor Indian communities. A cooperation 

between the prominent Finnish designer Ilkka Suppanen, Tikau and the NGO Tikau 

Share, started with the idea to create this extraordinary project in order to emphasize 

design’s commitment to global responsibility. The project commenced in a faraway 

Indian village inhabited by “untouchables” or dalits as they are also called. Despite the 

obliterated caste system in India, dalits still include over 160 million victimized people 

suffering from social stigma, political oppression and violence. (tikau.com) 

The purpose of this humanitarian project is to improve the quality of life in a little 

village in Odisha, India. Tikau educated dalits into artisans by teaching them to weave 

lampshades using local bamboo. By offering a training program that uses fair trade 

philosophies, Tikau offered the locals a chance to earn independent income. The 

designs were made by Ilkka Suppanen, one of the best-known contemporary Finnish 

designers, and by SAAS Instruments using cutting edge LED technology to construct an 

energy-efficient and sustainable lighting solution. Tikau’s approach to design is to ‘use 

design as a tool to help’, and thus operates with its NGO Tikau Share to combine 

Scandinavian design with an extensive approach to fair trade and sustainability. The 

Tikau Light Collection has now taken the lights made by the dalits all the way to three 

continents. (tikau.com) 

3.2 Research method 

Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill (2009) argue for clear research questions in order to 

support the examination of the purpose of the study, and ensure high quality research. 

It is essential to choose the right research methods in order to answer the research 

questions in the best possible way (Silverman, 2006). There is no method that is 

universally better than other research methods; the one to be chosen should fit to 

answer the topic and aim (Patton, 2002). Hence, when choosing the research method it 

is important to go back and pay attention to the purpose of the research, as well as the 

associated research questions and research problem (Gummeson, 2000; Holme & 

Solvang, 1997). 

The research questions of this study are: 
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1) What kind of value is identified for the actors in the studied global design 

network? 

2) Does the BOP initiative add value to the BOP community and thereby improve 

the quality of life there? 

 
It is essential to form suitable research questions since they determine the outcome of 

the research and the whole research process (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009). The 

research questions for this study are therefore specifically chosen in order to provide 

new insight to the studied phenomenon, as suggested by Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 

(2009).  

The research questions are the basis for the methodology of the study. They determine 

which methods are chosen, the data sample that is collected, and the way to analyze the 

data (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009). Since the purpose of this study is to gain a 

deeper understanding of a complex phenomenon, a qualitative method is chosen as the 

best way to answer the research questions and thereby the purpose. Since answering 

the purpose of this study does not require numerical measurements, a quantitative 

method could be precluded. A qualitative method is furthermore able to give deeper 

insights to the research problem than a quantitative method would, by offering more 

detailed data (Silverman, 2011). 

This thesis is studying the BOP initiative phenomenon that is constructed to solve 

social issues. Qualitative research studies phenomena in their natural settings 

(Silverman, 2011). Qualitative methodologies are not only suitable for studying 

businesses but also for studying society in general (Gummerus, 2000). Since the 

research aims to understand value not only within networks but within a BOP 

community society and its inhabitants, a qualitative method is most appropriate for 

answering the research questions. Therefore the data gathered is of qualitative nature 

and the analysis methods are directed for qualitative research. 

Observations enable the collection of the phenomenon in its natural setting, which is 

why photos from the natural setting of the phenomenon were used for observations. 

Observations enable insights to people’s behaviors instead of just relying on the 

information they give themselves (Silverman, 2006), but perceptions, values and 

motivations for example cannot be observed (Arnould & Wallendorf, 1994) which is 

why interviews were chosen in addition as a suitable method for collecting data.  
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3.3 Data collection 

The collected data and the data collection methods are chosen with regards to the 

purpose of the study, in accordance to the overall methods of the study. The empirical 

data is collected from primary sources. 

The empirical data in this research is collected during the time period 15.09.16.-

10.12.17 and includes 267 minutes of voice recording, 1180 photographs, 3 videos, and 

328 pages of documents such as field notes, meeting memos, and reports. All 

interviews were recorded and were transcribed afterwards in order to ease the 

analyzing process. Five interviews were held in English and one interview in Finnish. 

The lengths of the interviews vary from 16 minutes to 55 minutes.  

The pre-designed interview guides, that provided frameworks for the different 

interviews, are presented in appendix 1. 

3.4 Data sample 

The gathering of the data sample in qualitative research should be determined based on 

the purpose of the research, since it guides what type of data is useful in order to 

answer the research questions of the study (Patton, 2002). The informants for this 

research are carefully, purposefully and intentionally selected, since they are rich in 

information regarding to the case study, and can therefore generate in-depth and 

specified information about the studied phenomenon (Cleary, Horsfall & Hayter, 2014). 

All the informants are therefore selected based on their involvement in the studied 

complex phenomenon, and on their contribution to answering the research questions 

of the study. Random sampling would not be useful, since this is a qualitative research 

and values, beliefs and attitudes are not equally distributed amongst the studied 

population (Marshall, 1996). 

Patton (2002) also suggests a maximum variation sampling method in order to identify 

and define central themes from a great variation. The more heterogeneous a sample is, 

the more high-quality and detailed the description of the phenomenon will be, since the 

patterns have emerged from great variation which increases their importance (Patton, 

2002). An advantage with this sampling method is gained since the common patterns 

that are found from a great variation are of particular interest and value for 

understanding the phenomenon and apprehending the core occurrences (ibid). 

Therefore maximum variation is used as a sampling method in this research in addition 
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to purposeful sampling. Based on purposeful sampling and maximum variation, six 

informants are carefully selected, in order to gain an in-depth and detailed 

understanding of the phenomenon. 

3.4.1 Sample description 

The informants for the interviews are selected due to their roles within the Tikau 

network, since they are more likely to generate information of interest and thereby help 

to answer the research questions (Patton, 2002). Hereafter will follow a detailed 

description of each of the informants, to motivate why they are of importance and 

therefore chosen as informants. 

The first informant is ES, who is a graphic designer for Tikau. ES works closely with the 

founder Taina Snellman, and is the creator behind countless Tikau designs. Since Taina 

Snellman was not available for an interview, ES gives insights to the work processes at 

Tikau, and represents an employee perspective in the Tikau network. 

The second informant is IS, who is the designer of the Tikau lamps. IS represents a 

designer perspective in the Tikau network. Quotes from this informant are marked as 

“IS” in the following chapter. 

The third informant RS is a member of the NGO Tikau Share, and also leads a project 

meaning to build a community building in the studied village. RS represents an NGO 

member’s perspective in the Tikau network. Quotes from RS are marked as “RS” in the 

following chapter. 

The fourth informant is LL, who has been a project coordinator for Tikau Share since 

2010, and is probably the one with the closest relationship and ties to the studied 

village. LL works closely with both Tikau and Tikau Share, and represents an employee 

and NGO member’s perspective. Quotes from LL are marked as “LL” in the following 

chapter. 

The fifth informant is DG, who works at AIACA as a project manager, and since AIACA 

and Tikau Share are working closely together with the project in the studied village, DG 

represents an NGO partner’s perspective in the Tikau network. Quotes from this 

informant are marked as “DG” in the following chapter. 
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The sixth and last informant is AB, who is an interior designer and has used Tikau 

products in her work. AB represents a customer perspective in the Tikau network. 

Quotes from this informant are marked as “AB” in the following chapter.  

The field notes and photos by PP, the chairman of Tikau Share, are also included in the 

collected data. Although the information collected from PP’s notes and photos is not in 

the form of an interview as with the rest of the informants, PP can still be seen as an 

informant due to the valuable insights the 57 pages of her field notes and 1180 photos 

provide. Quotes PP’s field notes are marked with “PP” in the following chapter. 

In addition, Tim Bird, a member of Tikau Share, has shared a slideshow with pictures 

and interviews from the studied village in Odisha at the address 

http://www.docimages.fi/publications/outcastes/. The images and interviews from this 

website also contribute to the data sample. Quotes from these interviews are marked as 

“TB interviewing [informant’s name]” in the following chapter. 

The data sample also includes 28 artisan interviews performed by LL in the studied 

village. Quotes from these interviews are included in the empirical analysis, and 

marked as “LL interviewing [informant’s name]” in the following chapter. 

On September 11th 2017, the Finnish newspaper HBL published an article “Design som 

gör skillnad på årets Habitare” about Tikau, including an interview with Tikau’s 

founder Taina Snellman. Quotes from Taina Snellman published in this article as 

marked as “TS in HBL 11.09.17” in the following chapter. 

3.5 Analysis of the data 

After collecting the data, the data is analyzed. The data in this study is analyzed using 

both a deductive and an inductive approach. Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill (2012) 

suggest that this type of mix is often quite useful since it enables a profound data 

analysis and interpretation. The theoretical framework presented in chapters 2 and 3 is 

used as a construct for the empirical study, which makes the study deductive in nature. 

The collected data is hence analyzed using the basis set by the theory. Saunders et al. 

(2012) further claim that an inductive approach is more relevant than a deductive one, 

when the research topic in question is particularly unique or yet undeveloped. As 

mentioned in the research problem in the introduction, there is a evident gap in 

existing literature regarding a network view on value and even more so in a design 
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context. Due to the novelty of this particular research question, there is a clear need to 

cover the gaps in the theoretical framework in order to be able to discuss all relevant 

issues, which makes an inductive approach necessary as well. In order to achieve a 

comprehensive perception of the truth, both a deductive and an inductive approach are 

motivated. 

3.6 Quality of the research 

Wallendorf & Belk (1989) propose five criteria for evaluating the quality of a qualitative 

research and identifying a high quality research. These criteria include credibility, 

transferability, dependability, conformability and integrity (Wallendorf & Belk, 1989), 

and these have been adapted to suit the method used in this study i.e. qualitative 

research. In addition, in order to evaluate the quality of the research, reliability and 

validity can also be used as criteria (Silverman, 2011). All these criteria will be 

discussed in detail in the following. 

Credibility refers to how well the representations of reality are presented in the 

research (Wallendorf & Belk, 1989). To ensure the credibility of the study, citations are 

used as support interpretations of data, to avoid inaccurate or misleading 

interpretations. The theoretical framework, which is mostly based on already existing 

research and academic sources, further increases the credibility (ibid), as well as the 

fact that the third chapter in this study solely focuses on describing the research 

methods in detail. The aim to answer the purpose of the study also increases the 

credibility of the study (Wallendorf & Belk, 1989). Wallendorf & Belk (1989) also 

suggest different techniques by which the credibility of the research can be assessed, 

including interviewing different types of informants (ibid). This is also applied in this 

research since the informants represent different roles in the BOP initiative network, 

thus offering different perspectives. In addition, observations, photos and field notes 

are combined with the interviews as empirical data.  

The transferability of the study refers to the degree to which the results of the research 

can be transferred to another context with similar settings (Wallendorf & Belk, 1989). 

Surely this research is based on a particular and specific case study, but the research 

however aims to gain a deeper understanding of a phenomenon in general as well. 

Transferability can be achieved by determining the limits of the findings and stating 

which type of cases the findings do not apply to (ibid). Due to this suggestion the 

delimitations of the study are discussed in chapter 1. Considering the delimitations, the 
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study should be transferable to another context with a similar setting, as long as the 

BOP community members are entrepreneurs and producers instead of consumers. 

Dependability refers to which extent the researcher is able to avoid all the instabilities 

that can be avoided in the interpretations (Wallendorf & Belk, 1989). Wallendorf & Belk 

(1989) suggest a dependability audit as a technique to achieve dependability. In a 

dependability audit the raw data of the research is given to an external auditor for 

assessment. The raw data in this research is audited by both the collector of the data 

and the analyzer of the data, which increases the dependability of the research. In 

addition, observation over time is also suggested as a technique. Since the time period 

of the collected data stretches out from 2010 to 2017, it also positively affects the 

dependability of the research.  

Conformability refers to objectivity and the extent to which interpretations are the 

findings from the informants and the phenomenon as opposed to being researcher 

biases (Wallendorf & Belk, 1989). Conformability can be achieved by triangulation 

within the research group (ibid). The raw data is collected by another researcher than 

the one analyzing the data, which increases the conformability of the study. In addition, 

the research process is supervised by an external evaluator. The data analysis process 

and the interview process are described in detail to increase the transparency of the 

interpretations. Furthermore, citations are used as support for interpretations.  

Integrity is achieved since the researcher ensured to her best abilities that the data 

provided by the informants is trustworthy and not false fabrication (Wallendorf & Belk, 

1989). The researcher has kept a skeptical mindset to avoid misinformation and lies, as 

suggested by Wallendorf & Belk (1989). In addition, safeguarding the informants’ 

identities is suggested as a technique (Wallendorf & Belk, 1989), which is why all the 

informants were given the option to stay anonymous upon request. 

Reliability refers to the degree to which findings are consistent, and whether or not 

another researcher would obtain the same conclusions with a replicated study 

(Saunders & Lewis, 2012). In order to make a research as reliable as possible, all 

operations and steps in the process should be so transparent and detailed that someone 

else could follow the exact same steps (Silverman, 2011). This thesis is following these 

principles in order to increase the reliability of the study. The interview guides are 

provided as appendices in order to increase the transparency of the thesis. In addition, 

a table of the informants for the qualitative interviews is presented. The recording and 
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transcribing of the qualitative interviews was also done to minimize the risks of 

misinterpretations and mistakes. This too increases the transparency of the study and 

thereby also the reliability. 

In conclusion, the credibility, transferability, dependability, conformability, integrity or 

the reliability should not be significantly affected negatively, and therefore the research 

can be considered to be of high quality and trustworthy. 
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4 EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 

In this chapter the findings of the empirical research are presented. The findings and 

results support exploring the purpose of the study, which is to discover what kind of 

value is identified for the actors in the studied global design network, in addition to 

discovering whether the BOP initiative adds value to the BOP community and thereby 

improves the quality of life in the community. The findings are collected by the 

reviewing the data, as explained in the previous chapter. This chapter follows the same 

structure as the literature review on value in chapter 2. Each value is observed 

separately together with a discussion of which actors in the Tikau project network 

perceive that type of value. Claims are motivated with citations. 

Figure 4 illustrates all six actors in the Tikau project network, and the figure builds on 

Prahalad’s (2005) approach to economic development and social transformation which 

was presented earlier in figure 1. 

 

Figure 3 The studied actors in the Tikau design network 

4.1 Economic, social and semiotic value in the Tikau network 

Karababa & Kjeldgaard’s (2014) definitions of economic, social and semiotic value are 

discussed in the literature review, and the informants’ answers regarding these values 

are now discussed in this chapter. The answers are furthermore coded in Table 4 in the 

end of the chapter to provide a clear summary. 
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4.1.1 Economic value 

In the literature review economic value is discussed as money, price for something sold 

or exchanged, labor time, cost of something, profit, or income. 

Tikau Share represents the non-governmental organization in the Tikau network. Tikau 

Share’s operations aim to improve the living conditions in the village. Profits and 

donations enable many of Tikau Share’s operations. An example of Tikau Share’s 

fundraising activities are two auctions they have organized. All of the profits from the 

auctions went to Tikau Share’s operations. 

“Tikau Share had an auction. They got over 200 products to auction, all nice design 
products from famous designers in Finland. The profits became 10.000EUR” – PP  

Tikau Share also received a major scholarship from the Finnish Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs in 2013, which was used for Tikau Share’s training project in Odisha, India. 

“The Finnish Foreign Ministry is supporting us with 20.000EUR or more” – PP  

The company Tikau is a profit-making company. They sell the handicrafts made by the 

artisans, thus making profit from those sales. 

 “Since there is a profit making company involved (Tikau) with an NGO (Tikau Share) 
we are able to bring some of our charity costs to the company as production costs” – 
PP 

Since Tikau is a profit-making company, there is a possibility to pay a salary for the 

employees. The founder Taina Snellman gets a salary from Tikau, thus there is 

economic value for her. 

“I understood from Taina that she now gets a salary from Tikau thus making some 
kind of profit” – PP  

There is economic value for the artisans in the village as well. Although Tikau is a 

profit-making company, Tikau works together with the NGO Tikau Share with the goal 

of improving the living conditions in the village. Therefore, Tikau together with Tikau 

Share see to it that large parts of the profits go back to the village. 

“Then Tikau would send back a big part of the profit to you know either in terms of 
development work or then just pay them a price for the products” –RS 

“They see to it that the profits go back to these villages” – RS  

The artisans in the village gain economic value for example in the form of income. The 

price paid to the artisans for each product is counted based on how many hours it takes 

to make the product. Not only are they paid for the products they make, but in addition 
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Tikau Share pays them a salary for the days they participate in trainings, so they will 

not lose potential income on those days.  

“Then we try to determine the price of each product is counted of how many hours 
does it take to make it” – LL  

 “She thinks Tikau work is very helpful. 50rs for training is good extra income and after 
the training they go home and carry on working with their own baskets” – TB 
interviewing Srimati Tjna 

“We get rice, roof repairs, healthcare and, most importantly, Basanti gets income” – TB 
interviewing Ramchandra 

Since Tikau Share also provides the villagers with things such as rice, roof repairs and 

healthcare, the villagers can save the income they would have to use for those products 

and services, and spend it on other things instead. These material donations therefore 

also provide economic value for the villagers. 

Tikau and Tikau Share also educated the artisans about another market than the one in 

their own town, and in this market the artisans can sell their products at a higher price, 

and thereby earn more income from selling the same products. 

“They got to know that there is another market, outside of the village outside of their 
town, where they can sell their products in premium rate, and they can get more profit” 
– DG  

LL from Tikau Share also took four artisans to Delhi to a big artisan fair where they 

could sell their products. Their success at the fair was great, selling out two designs and 

earning 9550 INR in two days. 

“We have sold out already two designs and got 9550 INR in two days, which is a great 
success” – LL 

In conclusion, the artisans in the village receive economic value in forms of income, 

material donations, and education on higher-paying markets. 

The handicrafts themselves hold an economic value. The Tikau lamps are sold as new 

for 359-598 euros (https://tikau.com/collections/lamps). Therefore, if a customer 

decides to resell the product as second hand, the customer would receive money from 

the sale.  

The economic value of the handicrafts depends on their current position in the project 

network. When the artisans sell the products in the Indian markets, the economic value 

of the products is quite insignificant. But when sold in the Finnish market by Tikau, the 
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same products are sold for over 300 euros, holding a significantly higher economic 

value. 

“They are probably less than a euro [in India], and here one light is like 300 euros the 
cheap one. So this is what you would in economical terms call a markup” – IS  

4.1.2 Social value 

In the literature review, social value is defined as the goodness of a person or the 

goodness of a product, an idea or an endeavor, as well as the feeling of being part of 

something meaningful and good. 

Social value is identified in all of the interviews with Tikau Share members. Social value 

can be seen as a major motive for Tikau Share members to participate in the project 

network. 

Tikau Share member LL is committed to being there for the villagers, since they are 

very close to her heart now and feel like another family to her. She does not want to let 

the artisans in the village down, and has been building a trust with them for years. 

“I’m kind of committed and I want to be there for the villagers and not let them down 
because it’s very very close to my heart now. I know so many of the people already and 
there’s this trust that is taking a long time to build and it feels like another family 
there” – LL  

It is also clear that Tikau’s founder Taina is driven by her goodness and her need to 

help. It is one of the reasons Tikau was founded in the first place. 

“It is very clear that Taina helps or she is driven by her need to help” – PP  

“I met quite many of the people and I know what the conditions are and also kind of 
you can see that the work Taina is doing there is really helping the people or that they 
can actually get by better or kids can go to school and stuff like that” – ES  

Graphic designer ES describes the feeling she has towards the products she’s designed 

for Tikau in comparison to other products she has designed as following: 

“They feel more important in some way because I’ve worked with lots of clients … and 
it’s just random advertisements and stuff like that which doesn’t really have any, it 
doesn’t really matter you know, it doesn’t really have any kind of impact … But now 
this is kind of, what’s the word, impacting? Changing also like the people who make the 
products. Like it feels more important. And the other work I do usually feels like not 
important at all, it’s only like money. I get money but other than that it doesn’t help 
anyone” – ES 

ES is also driven by the desire to help, to make an impact, and to be part of doing 

something good and important. Tikau Share member PP is a researcher, but for her 
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helping is more important than her work as a researcher, and would choose helping 

first if it came down to making a decision between the two. 

 “For me this trip is not only about research, it is also about helping and when one 
needs to make a choice helping comes first” – PP  

Designer IS also says the goodness of the human acts involved in the Tikau project 

network is one of the important reasons he is involved in the first place. 

“I think it’s wonderful, I love it, I wouldn’t be there if I wouldn’t … You as act, as a 
human act it’s wonderful, it’s a wonderful possibility of the future” – IS 

The villagers’ answers from the interviews with LL also implicate that the villagers find 

meaning and importance through employment, that they experience independence 

through earning personal income. In addition the villagers feel that through Tikau’s 

projects they are being part of something meaningful. 

4.1.3 Semiotic value 

In the literature review, semiotic value is discussed from a consumer perspective and a 

project perspective. The consumer perspective refers to what semiotic value is for the 

consumer and how the consumer perceives the meaning of the product and its story. 

With the Tikau products it is clear that the product is given a meaning, and there is a 

huge story behind every Tikau product. 

“Every object has this huge story, a big narrative behind them” – IS  

“When it comes to Tikau products people are buying themselves in to the idea rather 
than the product. If you want a scarf you go to Stockmann and it is cheaper and will 
last longer. But if you go to Tikau you are looking for something special, it is much 
more special. This kind of value is very important for the consumers, consumers who 
have money. Because it connects to the story, the whole story comes with it” – IS  

 “I think it’s just the element that you can see somehow that there’s a meaning or 
there’s a story behind [the product]” – LL  

“I think there’s just like some sort of ideology that you can see right away. That you 
don’t just buy it because it’s a lamp, that you kind of want to be a part of the whole 
story” – LL  

The Tikau products are all unique, none is precisely the same as another, and the 

people who have been working with the artisans for a long time, for example founder 

Taina Snellman, can even recognize which artisan has made which product, since all 

artisans have their own unique weaving style. The artisans own handwriting and style 

furthermore contributes to the story of the product. 
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“I think it is beautiful that the craftperson in most cases a woman, has her handwriting 
in [the product] … I think [knowing who made the product] creates value, this 
information” – IS  

Although the Tikau products travel across the world to their end destination with the 

consumer, the consumer can still feel connected with the artisans and the whole 

production network since the products are handmade. Most consumers also know the 

whole story behind the products, which makes them feel even more connected to the 

whole network. 

“I think especially with this Tikau product, people feel they become part of the 
network, cause they feel they are part of it” – IS  

“I have the lamps, and when I got them I felt special and I felt connected” – PP  

The Tikau products differ greatly from mass-produced factory-made products. There is 

a huge amount of work and energy put behind each lamp to get it done. All the work 

and energy, and the processes included are contributing to the overall story of the Tikau 

products. The story behind the products is what makes them valuable and special for 

consumers. 

“Behind the price there is not only my name, there is an amazing amount of energy 
behind it, the amount of work Tikau has done to have this lamp done. Also the efforts 
of the people in the village to have it done, it’s a lot of efforts. I think it is very valuable 
money. How much human energy has gone into make this, how much love” – IS  

Interior designer and Tikau consumer AB talked about how the story behind the Tikau 

products was an important purchase motive, and that she kept in mind the whole story 

and how Tikau employs women in rural villages, while choosing to purchase Tikau. 

“Siinä oli vielä tää hyvä tarina taustalla et se sopi siihen tällanen kestävä kehitys” – AB  

“Kyl mä niiku tietysti ku niis on se tarina taustalla ja tietää että ne on työllistänyt niissä 
pienissä kylissä naisia … kyllä se tietysti painaa siellä taustalla” – AB  

Semiotic value from a project perspective refers to how Tikau and the members of the 

project network aid to transfer the meaning of the whole project to the consumer. 

Producers, marketers, designers and employees all aid in creating meaning for the 

project and products. 

Tikau employees have a great impact in what kind of story they portray towards the 

consumers. The stories the consumers read online in the Tikau webshop or hear in a 

Tikau store, are all communicated by Tikau. Tikau is therefore the main source of 

information about production processes for the consumer. Tikau Share chairman PP 

writes that founder Taina Snellman is not selling a colonial image of India, nor is she 
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romanticizing India. The portrayed story digs into the true potential of skills, raw 

materials and traditions in the villages. 

“Taina is not selling a colonial image of India. She is not romanticizing India. She is 
digging into the true potential of skills, raw material, traditions that have always been 
there” – PP  

All Tikau employees and Tikau Share members help to create the meaning behind the 

Tikau products, and are part of deciding what kind of story to be communicated to the 

public and to consumers. In his interview, Tikau Share member RS talks about building 

semiotic value for the product through branding, and by creating a concept that 

consumers understand. 

“It definitely includes the branding of it, and then you can sell it in a certain setting 
with a certain concept that people understand” – RS  

The producers, the artisans in the village, are the primary source to the semiotic value 

created from this project and these products. In the village, and in the artisans’ work, 

the whole story begins. The story of the dalit artisans aids to create a deeper meaning 

for the products and therefore creates semiotic value. 

Table 4 presents a summary of the informants’ answers on economic, social, and 

semiotic values. 

Value 

Informant Economic Social Semiotic 

Tikau Share 
member 

Pro bono Goodness of a 
person or activity 

Communicating the 
story and meaning 
of the product 

Designer Pro bono Goodness of a 
person or activity 

Designing product 

Founder Salary Goodness of a 
person or activity 

Communicating the 
story and meaning 
of the product 

Artisan Salary Feeling of being 
part of something 
meaningful 

Source to the story 
and meaning of the 
product 

NGO partner Salary Feeling of being 
part of something 
meaningful 

Communicating the 
story and meaning 
of the product 
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Consumer Value of design 
product 

Feeling of being 
part of something 
meaningful 

Purchasing a 
product with a story 
and meaning 

Table 4 Summary of the informants’ answers on economic, social and semiotic value 

4.2 Perceived values in the Tikau network 

In the literature review perceived value is defined as the overall assessment of the 

product, based on perceptions of what is received and what is given (Zeithaml, 1988). 

This chapter discusses the informants’ perceived values of the Tikau lamp and the 

Tikau design project network. Table 5 in the end of the chapter summarizes the 

informants perceived values according to the categories identified in the literature 

review. 

4.2.1 Use value 

In the literature review, use value is defined as something realized from the qualities of 

the product while using it (Karababa & Kjeldgaard, 2014). 

Use value is only identified for the customer. The use value for the customer is the 

product, the Tikau lamp, which is used for lighting purposes. Interior designer AB says 

a reason for choosing the Tikau lamps was that she was looking for lamps in the shape 

of baskets, which give a nice warm light to the room. 

“Hain korivalaisimia nimenomaan joista tulee lämmin kiva valo” – AB  

4.2.2 Functional value 

The definition of functional value by Sheth, Newman & Gross (1991, p.161) is discussed 

in the literature review as “the perceived utility acquired from an alternative’s capacity 

for functional, utilitarian, or physical performance” and it is “measured on a profile of 

choice attributes”.  Functional value is only identified for the customer. The customer 

receives functional value through the possession of functional, utilitarian, or physical 

attributes. AB describes a Tikau product as a high-quality product, as enduring and 

lasting, and easily washable and dirt repelling. These attributes were important 

purchase motives. 

“Se on vaa niin laadukas ja kestävä ja helposti pestävä likaa hylkivä … kestävyys oli 
myös tärkee pointti” – AB  
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4.2.3 Social value 

The literature review defines perceived social value as association with stereotyped 

social groups (Sheth, Newman & Gross, 1991). Social value is also described as beliefs 

and desired goals for the individual of the product or project (Karababa & Kjeldgaard, 

2014). 

From a consumer perspective, social value refers to the associations the consumer 

makes when seeing and thinking of the product. In addition, when buying a Tikau 

product the consumer conveys an image to his or her peers saying “this is what I wish 

to be by buying this product”. 

“You can sell it in a certain setting with a certain concept that people understand, that’s 
who I want to be” – RS  

“… in India they are made in this sort of a context, maybe people are also asking that 
ok, am I communicating with the world when I buy this product, that it isn’t some 
sweatshop that has done it” – RS  

Interior designer AB was remodeling and decorating Café Karuselli in Helsinki, and 

since Karuselli has green values as it is and prefers natural materials and renewable 

energy, the Tikau lamps fit there perfectly since they contribute to the story Karuselli 

wants to portray and communicate to their customers.  

“Se sopi siihen tällanen kestävä kehitys ja sit oli tää kehitysyhteistyö et Karusellissa 
muutenkin on niiku aika vihreet arvot ja pyritään suosimaan kaikkia luonnon tai siis 
uusiutuvaa energiaa ja luonnonmateriaaleja ja käyttää paljon luomua” – AB  

In accordance to customers thinking ‘this is what I wish to be by buying this product’, 

the people who work pro bono for the Tikau design project, i.e. Tikau Share members 

and the designer, also think ‘this is what I wish to be by being involved in this project’.  

Social value is also beliefs and desired goals for the individual from the product or 

project, and the founder Taina Snellman created the whole idea for Tikau based on her 

belief that there is a way to improve the living conditions in these villages by creating 

employment through production of design products. The shared desired goal for all 

informants is the improvement of living conditions in these villages. 

4.2.4 Emotional value 

Emotional value is discussed in the literature review, and refers to feelings, affections 

and memories that are associated with the product. For customers, the product value of 

Tikau products ascends from personal feelings, affections and memories. Due to the big 
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narrative behind Tikau products, they arouse different kinds of emotions in consumers 

than other products without any deeper meaning. 

“I think it’s the just the element that you can see somehow that there’s a meaning or 
there’s a story behind it … you can see that someone has actually made it, and it kind of 
raises different kinds of emotions than a lamp that you just buy from Ikea” – LL  

“I have the lamps, and when I got them I felt special and I felt connected … having 
them in my home gave a feeling” – PP  

Graphic designer ES says she feels different about the products she’s designed for Tikau 

than she feels about other products she’s designed. The reason for feeling differently 

about Tikau products lies within both memories of the artisans, since she’s met many of 

them, as well as the feeling of these products making a bigger impact than “just random 

advertisements”. 

“Yes of course [I feel different about the Tikau products in comparison to other 
products I’ve designed]. Of course. Because I met quite many of the people and I know 
like what the conditions are” – ES  

“[The Tikau products in comparison to other products that I’ve designed] feel more 
important in some way because I’ve worked with lots of clients … and it’s just random 
advertisements and stuff like that which doesn’t really have any, it doesn’t really matter 
you know, it doesn’t really have any kind of impact … But now this is kind of, what’s 
the word, impacting? Changing also like the people who make the products. Like it 
feels more important. And the other work I do usually feels like not important at all, 
it’s only like money. I get money but other than that it doesn’t help anyone” – ES  

Taina Snellman and LL have been in India countless times to visit the villages and meet 

the artisans they are working with. Tikau Share was founded in 2008, so there are 

many memories gathered during these years, and the Tikau products are naturally 

associated with these memories, since the two have personally seen the products been 

made in the villages by the artisans. 

The artisans themselves clearly distinguish the products that are made for Tikau and 

the Finnish market, from the products that are made for the local markets.  

“They make products for two markets, for Finland and for India. The products for the 
two markets are very different. We don’t have this kind of lamp shades in India” – DG 

The Tikau products are of higher quality due to market requirements, and the Tikau 

products for the artisans can be associated with Tikau Share weaving workshops, 

collaboration and meeting westerners visiting the village. In addition to giving weaving 

workshops, Tikau Share donates e.g. rice, plastic for roofs, and clothes to the villagers. 

The Finnish airline Finnair donated blankets to the villagers through Tikau Share, and 

Figure 5 illustrates the happiness reflected in the villagers after receiving them. In 
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addition to the Tikau products the villagers make, these donated items have emotional 

value since they are associated with the care and help Tikau Share provides the village.   

 

Figure 4 Happy women showing off their blankets donated through Tikau Share by Finnair 

4.2.5 Epistemic value 

Epistemic value is defined in the literature review as learning or trying something new, 

and as the capacity to arouse curiosity, offer novelty, or satisfy a yearning for 

knowledge (Sheth, Newman & Gross, 1991). 

The biggest epistemic value created from the Tikau project network is for the artisans 

in the village. Epistemic value was a common implication in LL’s interviews with the 

artisans in the village, and is identifiable in nearly all the interviews. A common type of 

epistemic value derives from the artisans bettering their weaving skills, making 

products of higher quality and learning new weaving techniques. Figure 6 illustrates the 

intense focus of three artisans at a weaving training. 

“Sometimes [the workshops] are just bettering the weaving skills and learning new 
techniques or new products … or learn new skills that are very important for them” – 
LL  

“We provide training, vocational training and any kind of entrepreneurship training or 
training that will help the villagers” – LL  
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“[The artisans] have learned to make quality products, they have understand the 
quality that is needed” – DG  

“Product quality has improved slowly throughout the project. Drakhya remembers that 
in December last year he noticed the first bigger leap forward” – LL  

“During the first interviews the participants asked directly for money but later on they 
said they wanted to learn to get new skills just according to Tikau strategy” – PP  

 

Figure 5 Three artisans focusing intensely at a weaving training in the village 

The products for the Finnish market are very different from the products for the local 

markets. By learning to make products for the Finnish market the artisans are learning 

to make completely new and different models. 

“They make products for two markets, for Finland and for India. The products for the 
two markets are very different. We don’t have this kind of lamp shades in India” – DG 

Tikau Share has also taken artisans to Delhi to an exhibition where they could sell their 

products. Not only was the whole exhibition a completely new experience for the 
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artisans, in addition just travelling to a Delhi was an incredible experience in itself since 

the artisans had never been to a big city before. 

“It was the first time the villagers could represent themselves in the market place or in 
the exhibition, and it was their first trip to Delhi or to any big city” – LL  

At the exhibition the artisans saw the requirements of the market and could compare 

their products to other products being sold. Seeing all other products sold at the 

exhibition gave them lots of ideas how to improve their products and it also gave them 

inspiration to start planning new designs themselves. 

“Bijey told me that now that they have seen what is out there they can start designing 
themselves. He told me about his new design ideas” – LL  

“They want to try everything but Bijey is most interested in doing new designs. Santosh 
also wants to make new designs and become better in selling” – LL  

Due to all the contact and communication with the Tikau Share members visiting the 

village, the artisans’ language skills have improved. Many villagers are starting to learn 

English. Furthermore, Tikau Share offers a literacy program where the villagers are 

taught for example to sign their own names. 

“They are starting to learn English and we could communicate straight with them” – 
LL  

“Bijey has become a customer service professional and Santosh is very determined to 
learn how to write English. He already signs his food bills in English” – LL  

“Literacy program was really good and one woman told how she learned to sign her 
name and doesn’t need to use fingerprints anymore to sign the SHG registers” – PP  

One of Tikau Share’s main goals is to build a village house in the village. The purpose of 

the village house is to make sure that the artisans are able to work all year round, 

despite the rough weather conditions. The village house would also function as shelter 

for the villagers, their tools, their food and domestic animals during cyclones, floods 

and monsoons. Tikau Share member RS’s focus is to teach and show the villagers how 

to build a building like this that could survive the harsh weather conditions. 

“So that’s kind of basically my focus as an architect to show how to build a building 
that could survive these floodings and that you can make with accessible and available 
means also like economically” – RS  

There is epistemic value in the project also for Tikau Share members. They are 

constantly facing challenges that they need to find new solutions for. RS says that one 

of the challenges is to beat the logistical chain. 
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“I think it’s just uncapped potential, and the link that we need to beat is the logistical 
chain” – RS 

Tikau Share chairman PP writes in her field notes from a Tikau Share trip to India that 

she is in a journey of learning. 

“Instead of doing my profession, i.e. observe and ask, I am maybe more in a journey of 
learning” – PP  

For designer IS the Tikau lighting project was also a new experience. Nobody had done 

Indian lights before, and neither had he, so it was something new for him. IS says he 

was inexperienced, and they had a challenge with figuring out what could actually be 

made in the village since the conditions are more extreme than they would be for 

example in Finland. For IS the process itself was also a new experience since it was the 

first time he was working with people he’d never met before, and he describes the 

process as quite extreme. 

“Everybody knows how to do Indian carpets, but nobody makes Indian lights, nobody 
knows about it. In a way we were trying to find the areas where there would not be 
basically any competition, so that was the idea of the light” – IS  

“I was very inexperienced so we didn’t know who could do but it was good we try out 
things and experienced in terms of product development what could actually be made 
in these villages” – IS  

“This is quite extreme process in one way because you are working with people I’ve 
never met and I know they are working in extreme conditions” – IS  

The epistemic value for the founder Taina Snellman is also great. Snellman had never 

founded a company before, so the whole process of setting up a company was new. LL 

also says in her interview that she and Snellman encountered many obstacles when 

collaborating with partners in India, since the processes there are very different 

compared to doing business purely within Finland. Each of these challenges LL and 

Snellman had to overcome and find solutions for, and each time they learned 

something valuable to remember next time when communicating with an Indian 

partner. 

4.2.6 Aesthetic value 

Aesthetic value is discussed in the literature review and defined as the value of an 

appealing appearance (Holbrook, 2002). The greatest aesthetic value deriving from the 

project is for the consumer who gets a beautiful lamp. 

“Many times people send me an email or they call me and say I have your lamp it is so 
beautiful” – IS    
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“And they are really really nice products. Some say I mean they have a really good 
webshop and I think wherever these products are introduced they are very welcomed” 
– RS 

“They are also really beautiful and I think with this movement now in like natural 
design or this kind of cozy slightly decorative again, but at the same time it’s like 
minimalist … they are also beautiful so I think many people would relate to [them], 
regardless of trend or style” – RS  

“Me haettiin sellasta natural lookia sinne … se mun mielestä sopi hirveen hyvin 
tuotteena myös sinne … ne oli kivan näköset ja sopivan kokoset … tulee lämmin kiva 
valo” – AB  

Graphic designer ES thinks the Tikau store is really beautiful, and when she sees 

pictures of her designs in the store or in magazines she’s impressed of the outcome. 

“Then you come to the Tikau store and it’s like, it looks so good, everything is like looks 
really super good together and then the store is really nice … and when you can see 
pictures in like magazines, then you’re like wooow kind of” –ES  

Tikau Share chairman PP feels aesthetically fulfilled when being in the Tikau store in 

Helsinki. 

 “Only to be in Taina’s shop makes me feel aesthetically fulfilled” – PP  

There is aesthetic value in the project for the artisans in the village as well. PP thinks 

the villagers have a need for beauty beyond the necessity, which you can see in the 

village for example in colorful flower plantations and from the fact that the women 

wear lots of bangles and jewelry. Tikau Share has donated beautiful saris and bracelets 

to the women in the village, since wearing jewelry and beautiful saris is an important 

tradition for Indian women. 

“There is a need for beauty beyond the necessity” – PP 

Figure 7 displays the jewelry and embellishments on a woman and child in the poor 

village in Odisha. 
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Figure 6 Jewelry, bangles and embellishments on a woman and child in the village 

4.2.7 Ethical value 

Ethical value is defined in the literature review as the value to do what is right 

according to personal beliefs, and as the pursuit of morality (Holbrook, 2002). 

The Tikau Share members are all working pro bono with the goal to improve the living 

conditions in the village in Odisha. LL wants to make sure that everything is done 

fairly, so that there is a possibility to work for everyone who is willing and that all 

families could get about the same amount of income to minimize any possible conflicts. 

The ethics and the ideology to do business in a sustainable and fair way is a big driving 

force for Tikau Share members. 

“We try to keep it within reason but then also as fair as possible that everyone who 
wants to work there’s work for each and every one and the work is divided so that it’s 
fair so that every family could get about the same income” – LL 

“I think it’s the kind of ethics, the ideology, that you can make business in another way 
that it’s fair and you care … and it’s combining business and combining development 
cooperation” – LL  

Graphic designer ES is involved in the Tikau project to help the villagers. ES thinks that 

by designing and producing the products in a sustainable way and by producing them 

together with the villagers in their own village, you can thereby help the villagers. 
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“By designing the products and doing it in a sustainable way like the production and 
doing it with the people in their villages, it helps them” – ES  

Tikau Share chairman PP thinks founder Taina Snellman acts ethically and protects the 

vulnerable artisans in India from capitalists in Finland. Snellman also says in her 

interview with HBL that she wants to show consumers what the ethical perspective is, 

and that we all can make the world a little better by consuming sustainably both locally 

and globally. 

“Taina is the wall between cunning capitalists in Finland and vulnerable producers in 
India. Taina takes the hits capitalism would target on the poor” – PP  

“Tanken är att visa vad det etiska perspektivet är, att vi alla kan göra världen lite bättre 
genom att handla hållbart både lokalt och globalt” – TS in HBL 11.09.17 

Ethical value is identified for the customer as well. AB says the client she bought the 

Tikau lamps for has green values so a sustainably and ethically made product fit the 

concept perfectly. Customers can always be sure that the products are made ethically 

from beginning to end since Tikau always knows exactly who has made the product, 

where, and it what kind of conditions. 

“Se sopi siihen tällanen kestävä kehitys ja sit oli tää kehitysyhteistyö et Karusellissa 
muutenkin on niiku aika vihreet arvot ja pyritään suosimaan kaikkia luonnon tai siis 
uusiutuvaa energiaa ja luonnonmateriaaleja ja käyttää paljon luomua” – AB  

“I think for customers it’s the stories that are involved in the products, it’s the you 
know the people who are selling them in Tikau they know who has made the product … 
and you can be sure that it’s ethically made from beginning to end” – LL  

4.2.8 Practical value 

Practical value in this thesis is defined in the literature review as benefits of product or 

project attributes, which are highly suitable and effective in nature. 

In Tikau’s project, founder Taina Snellman is taking advantage of the potential of skills, 

raw materials and traditions that have already been there all along, in her business 

idea. It is much more practical to use artisans who already know how to weave than to 

teach and train new artisans, and to use local raw materials instead of transporting 

them to the place of production. 

“[Taina] is digging into the true potential of skills, raw material, traditions that have 
always been there” – PP  

Practical value is also identified for the artisans. Tikau Share has been helping the 

villagers in making some processes more effective. Tikau Share helped the artisans in 

the village form self help –groups (SHG) that work and collaborate together. Before the 
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existence of the SHG’s the individual artisans had to go by themselves to the market 

and buy bamboo for making products. Now just one person from a SHG can go to the 

market and buy bamboo for everyone so that the rest can stay in the village and weave 

in the meantime, which is much more efficient and practical. The same system is used 

when the products are sold in the market – one artisan goes to sell the products while 

the rest can weave, and then the profits are shared evenly between the artisans in the 

group. It is also very practical for the villagers that Tikau Share comes to their village 

and holds the workshops and trainings in their own village, so they can be close to their 

homes and their children. 

“The benefit is that individuals don’t have to go individually to the market and buy the 
bamboo, but now one can go to the market and buy the bamboo for everyone. And one 
person can go sell [the products] to the market, and they can share the profit” – DG 

“How harmonious is the work of handicrafts and cultivation where families need not to 
be separated” – PP 

AB has placed the Tikau lamps in a kindergarten she did the interior design for. This 

time she says there was no higher ideological background to the purchase, but the 

Tikau lamps were simply suitable and practical since they were of the right size and fit 

the space. 

“Ihan vaan et ne oli kivan näköset ja sopivan kokoset ja siin ei ollu oikeestaan sellasta 
isompaa ideologista taustaa vaan sopivat siihen tilaan” – AB  

Table 5 summarizes which informants perceive what type of value. 

  
Perceived value 

  

Informant Use Functional Social Conditional Emotional Epistemic Hedonic Aesthetic Ethical Practical 

Tikau 
Share 
member 

  
x 

 
x x 

 
x x 

 

Designer 
  

x 
 

x x 
 

x x 
 

Founder 
  

x 
 

x x  
 

x x 

Artisan 
  

x 
 

x x 
 

x 
 

x 

NGO 
partner 

  
x 

     
x 

 

Consumer x x x 
 

x 
  

x x x 

Table 5 Summary of the informants’ answers on perceived value 
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4.3 Experiential values in the Tikau network 

In the literature review experiential value is defined as values discovered through 

experiences (Babin et al., 1994). This chapter discusses the informants’ experiential 

values of being a part of the Tikau design project network. Table 6 in the end of the 

chapter summarizes the informants’ perceived experiential values according to the 

categories identified in the literature review. 

4.3.1 Fantasies 

Fantasies are identified as value for the artisans in the village, the founder Taina 

Snellman, and for members of Tikau Share. Fantasies are commonly identified in both 

Tim Bird’s and LL’s interviews with the villagers. Many villagers have fantasies of their 

children getting a good education, of earning enough money to get along, of getting 

necessities such as toilets and water wells, and of improving their weaving skills as 

artisans. 

“I want the children to get a good education so they can be well settled. I want it to be 
possible to earn enough money so that we don’t have to borrow any and depend on 
people from outside the village” – TB interviewing Srimati 

“I want [the kids] to get a good education later, too. I don’t want them to live like this. 
I’d prefer them to live in the town … I’d also like to get out own toilet and our own 
water well” – TB interviewing Karunakar 

“Her dream for the future is to own her own shop and live happily … I think she meant 
that there are people in the village who have plans/dreams but they lack opportunities, 
financial etc. support” – LL interviewing Basanti Tjna  

“She has a lot of dreams and one is to learn how to do bamboo work and make nice 
products” – LL interviewing Jyotsna Mahapatra 

A long-term goal and dream for Tikau Share has been and is to build a village house in 

the village in Odisha. Informant and Tikau Share member RS is especially passionate 

about this since he as an architect is heading the planning of the building and the 

execution. Tikau Share members together with founder and Tikau Share member Taina 

Snellman are dreaming of and waiting for the day that the village house actually and 

finally gets built. In addition they all share the long-term dream of Tikau together with 

Tikau Share empowering the villagers and improving their living conditions. 

4.3.2 Emotions 

In the previous chapter on perceived value, emotional value is defined as feelings, 

memories and affections associated with a product or item. However, emotions can 
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similarly arise from experiences (Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982), thus making emotions 

an experiential value as well. The experience in this empirical research focuses on the 

experience of being a part of the Tikau design project network. 

Tikau Share members LL and PP held numerous interviews with the villagers in 

Odisha. According to PP, many of the respondents started to cry and the experience 

with the respondents was emotional. 

“Many of the respondents started to cry and the experience with them was emotional” 
– PP  

Of all Tikau Share members, LL, Taina Snellman and PP are the ones that have been to 

the studied village the most. LL explains how it took a long time to build a mutual trust 

with the villagers. Since she has visited the village yearly for many years, she has 

personally gotten to know the villagers and built a close relationship with them. LL 

feels a responsibility towards the villagers, and wants to be there for them and not let 

them down. The villagers are close to her heart and she says they feel like another 

family to her. While talking about this with LL in her interview she felt so emotional 

that she started to cry, and a short break had to be held in order for her to find a tissue 

and get herself together again in order to continue. The fact that LL started crying 

during her interview is self-evident proof of emotions being involved in the project for 

her. PP’s experience in the village also included emotions, since she felt touched by the 

people there, and missed the villagers after leaving. 

“I’m kind of committed and I want to be there for the villagers and not let them down 
because it’s very very close to my heart now. I know so many of the people already and 
there’s this trust that is taking a long time to build and it feels like another family 
there” – LL  

“The joy of people there touched me too” – PP  

“When we left I felt like leaving my home. I miss these people on one level” – PP  

Founder Taina Snellman has also visited the village several times and built a 

relationship with the villagers. PP writes in her field notes from a trip to the village that 

Snellman started to cry in the village, which means she also had a strong emotional 

experience. 

“It is very clear that Taina helps or she is driven by her need to help. She is also 
sensitive. She started crying in the village” – PP  

DG from AIACA explains how happy he feels when he sees the villagers smile. He says 

their happiness can be extended to him – when they are happy he feels happy too. 
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“When the community members when they get something and when you see them 
smiling and a smile on their face, you can extend that happiness actually, when I see 
the smiles in their faces” – DG  

4.3.3 Fun 

In accordance with emotions, fun can arise from experiences, making fun an 

experiential value as well (Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982). Fun in this context refers to 

fun experienced through the Tikau design project network. 

Graphic designer ES says they’ve often had challenges collaborating with Indian 

partners. For example if you order a product in black, they might send you something 

in pink instead. ES deals with these incidents with humor, and says they are always 

laughing about it and she actually thinks it is quite funny in the end. 

“We’re always laughing and then you don’t know what comes out it’s like a surprise 
almost every time, and really like these are just funny things” – ES  

Indians have celebrations around the year, so almost every time any Tikau Share 

members visit the village they get to participate and enjoy the traditional Indian 

celebrations.  

“Finally, we went to a few temples for Diwali celebrations” – LL 

Tikau Share enables the artisans in the village to experience things they could never 

experience on their own. When LL travelled to the exhibition in Delhi with a few 

artisans from the village, the artisans had a lot of fun and highly enjoyed the trip, and 

LL also arranged some time for sightseeing for the artisans. 

“The artisans would love to go sightseeing so we are still trying to find time for that 
before they go” – LL 

4.3.4 Fulfillment 

In the literature review, the experiential value fulfillment is defined as the value of 

feeling fulfilled when achieving something desired. 

Taina Snellman founded Tikau with the dream of being able to combine sustainable 

and ecological handicrafts produced in poor villages, with coveted design. Due to her 

personal engagement and hard work, Snellman has succeeded with that goal and 

fulfilled that dream, since Tikau today is responsible for employment in five villages 

around India. 
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“[Snellman] har i sitt företag Tikau lyckats förena hållbart ekologiskt hantverk, som 
tillverkas i små byar i Indien, med efterfrågad design som säljer” – HBL 11.09.2017 

“Faktum är att Tikau nu står bakom sysselsättning i fem byar på olika håll i Indien” – 
HBL 11.09.2017 

Fulfillment is also identified for Tikau Share members. RS says he has already 

accomplished what he wants to accomplish in his field of work, so the work with Tikau 

offers him another goal to strive for and to fulfill. PP is fulfilling her personal dream 

through Tikau. She got an idea in 1995, seeing beautiful baskets the locals did not 

appreciate, and now several years later her idea is flying both in the forms of Tikau and 

Tikau Share, and her research. 

“In my field, I’ve accomplished what I’d like to accomplish, but this is when I can say 
that I also do these projects in India” – RS  

“Tikau is making my personal dream true” – PP  

“It is funny to think how this all started from my point of view. It was my years in 
Guilin where I saw all these beautiful baskets and other handicraft that the local people 
or even Chinese outside Guilin did not appreciate. I killed the idea of building a 
company as I wanted to proceed with my Ph.D. Then I lectured about the idea in 
Tutkas and interviewed Taina for the first time after Tutkas. Guilin was 1995 and 
Tutkas and Taina interview in 2008. Imagine how many years an idea takes to fly. Now 
it flies not only in a form of Tikau or Tikau Share but also in BEAM and base-of-the-
pyramid research” – PP  

The goal of many of the villagers is to be employed and thereby earn independent 

income. Due to the employment Tikau and Tikau Share create in the village, the 

villagers fulfill their desire of being employed and having work. 

“We’re both members of the Tikau Share group, we’re both weavers … To make things 
even better – well, to get work every day, 365 days of the year, that would be the best 
thing” – TB interviewing Karunakar 

Fulfillment is also identified for the consumer. AB was actively looking for a suitable 

product they could use in the interior design of Café Karuselli, and her needs were 

fulfilled when she found the Tikau lamps that fit the purpose perfectly. 

Designer IS did not want to design Indian carpets, since he thinks everybody does them 

and they are therefore not so special. IS had a desire of coming up with a unique 

product that would basically not have any competition, and that could be produced in 

the village conditions. By coming up with the idea of the weaved bamboo lamps, IS 

fulfilled his needs of coming up with a unique idea. 

“Everybody knows how to do Indian carpets, but nobody makes Indian lights, nobody 
knows about it. In a way we were trying to find the areas where there would not be 
basically any competition, so that was the idea of the light” – IS  
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4.3.5 Involvement 

Involvement is defined as the value of participating in something important in the 

literature review. In the context of this study this refers to the value of participating in 

the Tikau design project network. 

The artisans in the village know that the products made for Tikau are sold in Finland 

and worldwide, which gives them a sense of being part of something big. Tikau Share 

strives to emphasize the shift from aid to trade to the villagers, and that they are not 

charity objects but business partners. The sense of being in a business relationship with 

westerners also gives a sense of importance to the artisans. Tikau Share chairman PP 

also thinks interviewing the artisans makes them feel important. Both PP and LL have 

done numerous interviews with the artisans in the village. 

“That gives them empowerment or self-esteem, like oh I’m actually doing something 
important or I can do this and this is a good thing” – ES 

“We started by clarifying again what is our role here with them. We are not here to take 
advantage, or just give donations, but as business partners and trainers for the SHGs” 
– LL 

“SHGs have created some level on certainty and structure to the work and clear rules 
on payments and shifting from aid to trade have given the sense of real business to the 
artisans” – LL  

“I also feel that interviewing is empowering … I think people feel important when 
someone is interested in them” – PP  

Since the Tikau Share members work pro bono, it is quite evident that they feel their 

participation is important, otherwise they would not be a part of Tikau Share. PP 

emphasizes the importance of co-operating and getting involved in comparison to 

giving and of giving attention to people who do not get it from anyone else. PP is also 

proud of being involved in the project. 

“Giving is not so much when one can do together, co-operate, learn, teach, interact, 
and get involved” – PP 

“Here we are giving attention to people who do not get attention from anyone in their 
immediate society” – PP  

“Now someone is selling [the lamp shades] and on sustainable terms. And I am part of 
this project by reporting it. WOW!” – PP  

The founder of Tikau, Taina Snellman, is passionate about helping and making a 

difference for people nobody cares about. It is a fair judgment to say that she would not 

have founded Tikau and Tikau Share, if she would not believe the cause was important. 

Snellman is also the one who originally came up with the idea for the “Design Helps” 
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project, which aims to help a poor and socially excluded untouchable community by 

creating employment there. Snellman thinks the project is important which is why she 

came up with the idea and is actively involved still today. 

“[Taina] brinner för att hjälpa och göra skillnad för människor som ingen bryr sig om” 
– HBL 11.09.2017 

Graphic designer ES compares the designs she makes for other clients with the designs 

she does for Tikau, and states that the work she does for Tikau feels more important 

since it has a huge impact on the artisans who make the products. Therefore she feels 

she is involved in something meaningful and important by being involved in the Tikau 

design project network as a designer. 

“[The designs I do for Tikau] feel more important in some way because I’ve worked 
with lots of clients … and it’s just random advertisements and stuff like that which 
doesn’t really have any, it doesn’t really matter you know, it doesn’t really have any 
kind of impact … But now this is kind of, what’s the word, impacting? Changing also 
like the people who make the products. Like it feels more important. And the other 
work I do usually feels like not important at all, it’s only like money. I get money but 
other than that it doesn’t help anyone” – ES 

Involvement is also identified for the consumer. The way AB learned about the story 

behind Tikau’s products was in the Tikau store from a clerk. Tikau’s story and 

background is also available on the Tikau webstore. The consumer is likely to know the 

story behind the products when purchasing either in the store or online. Moreover the 

consumer can feel involved in something important, knowing that the profits from his 

or her purchase are being used to improve the living conditions of poor dalits. 

4.3.6 Network 

In the literature review, network as an experiential value is defined as the value of being 

included in a network. In the Tikau design project, the network of the parties involved 

is not only valuable, but also essential. All parties in the network have an important role 

that supports the functions of the other parties. 

Being involved in the Tikau project network has enabled a lot for the artisans in the 

village. Without the help of Tikau Share and the involvement in the project network, 

they would not be able to sell their products with a premium price for westerners, but 

would only have to sell their products on the local market with a lower price. In 

addition, the participation in the network has enabled so much more, for example 

meeting westerners in the village and building a relationship with them, and receiving 

aid in forms of donations. Also the network they have in their local community is 
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valuable, and due to Tikau and the design project network they are able to work in their 

own village instead of looking for employment far away from their homes and families. 

“You create a value, people who are [in India] they get involved, they get part of it, and 
next time when you come to them they know what you are talking about etc so you 
create actually a network. The value that is transferred is not money” – IS  

“[Byborna] åker hem för där finns familjen och det nätverk av trygghet som det lokala 
samfundet ger” – TS in HBL 11.09.17 

Designer IS thinks there is value in networks and in connecting people, and says you 

can generate good by doing so. 

“There is this idea that if you start to connect people, I think this is part of, you can 
create good out of what you have, to generate good, when you connect people” – IS 

There is also value in the network for Tikau Share members. Their involvement in the 

network has taken them all the way to India to meet the artisans, who they already 

consider to be like a second family. During their trips to India through Tikau Share they 

can also extend their personal network and make contacts that can be valuable later on. 

“I met a Danish guy in Thikana who is doing his PhD on women empowerment and 
just got back from Bhubaneshwar visiting an NGO called Landesa that are working 
with women’s landownership in Odisha” – LL  

As discussed in the previous chapter on involvement, the consumer is likely to know the 

story behind the Tikau products when purchasing either in the store or online. Knowing 

the story, the consumer also knows the amount of people involved in the large network 

in order to produce and sell the products. The success of Tikau would not be possible 

without the consumers. Without the consumers there would be no one for the artisans 

to produce the products to. By purchasing a Tikau product, the consumer becomes the 

final piece in the network. 

“I think especially with this Tikau product, people feel they become part of the 
network, cause they feel they are part of it, and I think Tikau is in a very particular 
position because it has a big network of people around it” – IS  

4.3.7 Identity 

Identity value is defined as the value of contributing to the individual’s self-expression, 

and arises from expressing oneself through artistic experiences. For the artisans, 

identity value arises from creating and weaving their own baskets, in addition to 

designing new ideas themselves. 
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“Taina asked everyone to take the basket in their hand that they personally had 
produced. The group started to live. Everyone was seeking their own personal output. 
The group started to live and the faces were proud” – PP  

“Bijey told me that now that they have seen what is out there they can start designing 
themselves. He told me about his new design ideas” – LL  

“They want to try everything but Bijey is most interested in doing new designs. Santosh 
also wants to make new designs and become better in selling” – LL  

For designers IS and ES, identity value ascends from making new designs for Tikau. 

“I made the idea, I created the concept of making lights out of baskets and it’s mine 
you know. And if somebody does the shape for it, it’s still my idea” – IS  

Graphic designer ES says the ideas for her designs often come from founder Taina 

Snellman, who describes what kind of design she had in mind for a certain product. 

Conclusively, Table 6 presents a summary of which informants experience what type of 

value. 

Experiential value  

Informant Freedom Fantasies Emotions Fun Escapism Fulfillment Involvement Network Identity 

Tikau 
Share 
member 

 x x x  x x 
x  

Designer 
  

 x  x x x x 

Founder  x x x  x x x x 

Artisan  x x x  x x x x 

NGO 
partner 

 
 

x   
 x 

x  

Consumer 
    

 x x 
x  

Table 6 Summary of the informants’ answers on experiential value 

4.4 Additional values discovered from the empirical data 

Thus far, this chapter has been based on identifying the values discussed in the 

literature review in the empirical data. However, there are additional values identified 

in the empirical data, both perceived and experiential values, which do not occur in the 

literature review. This chapter presents these new additional values identified in the 

empirical data.2 
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4.4.1 Uniqueness 

The perceived value of uniqueness is identified as a product value, and therefore also as 

a value for the owner of the product, i.e. the consumer. The Tikau products are unique 

in the Finnish market, since weaved handicrafts are not that common in Finland. By 

looking at a Tikau handicraft you can also see that it is not mass-produced in a factory 

somewhere with heaps of similar ones, but instead it is handmade by an artisan, which 

makes it one of a kind.  

“In the context of the village and India there’s a lot of this, you can see the bamboo 
weaving and the baskets like basically everywhere, but then when you bring it to 
Helsinki as a design job, it’s something very new and different and you kind of look at 
it in a different way” – LL  

“Because it doesn’t look like it’s made in a factory, it doesn’t look like there’s a hundred 
similar kind of things, because you can see when it’s not perfectly finished or it’s not a 
clinical looking thing, you can see that someone has actually made it” – LL  

Since the handicrafts are so unique they can also be viewed as artwork. The production 

of each handicraft is unique, and the production can probably not be repeated in 

exactly the same way. In our society we value uniqueness, which is why consumers in 

the Finnish market are willing to pay a premium price for these one-of-a-kind, unique 

handicrafts. 

“If you think about art, you realize that’s much closer to our method, because it comes 
as a unique, and this we also value in our part of society highly” – IS  

“The production is unique, every product is unique. And you can probably not repeat 
the same thing” – IS  

“We could sell these products as art, with different prices … accepting the difference 
and the variations, they are what they are and use that as value that this is expensive 
because it is different” – IS  
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Figure 7 Each Tikau lamp is unique and handmade by artisans 

4.4.2 Co-operation 

For the artisans, the co-operation with Tikau and Tikau Share has enabled a lot of 

opportunities they would most likely not have encountered otherwise. With the help of 

Tikau Share the artisans for example got to travel to Delhi to a large exhibition to sell 

their products, and they helped the artisans create SHG’s that have truly helped the 

artisans and taught them how to work together as one unit for mutual benefits. Not 

only are the artisans co-operating with Tikau Share, through this project they have 

learned how to co-operate with each other. 

“He said that now he realizes that if they would have worked with RAWHA or any 
other person that they would never have been in Delhi by themselves and selling their 
products themselves” – LL  

“The benefit is that individuals don’t have to go individually to the market and buy the 
bamboo, but now one can go to the market and buy the bamboo for everyone. And one 
person can go sell [the products] to the market, and they can share the profit” – DG 

“We started by clarifying again what is our role here with them. We are not here to take 
advantage, or just give donations, but as business partners and trainers for the SHGs” 
– LL 

“The community recognized the benefits of working as an organization and as one 
unit” – Narrative Annual Report 2014 
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According to designer IS, the input of the artisans is very valuable. IS does not expect 

the artisans to copy his designs perfectly from the drawings, but says the end result is a 

co-operation between him and his design, and the personal touch that the artisans 

bring to the product during production. 

“It’s the craftsmen who bring something in it as well, it is the combination of my design 
and the craftsmen” – IS  

Tikau Share chairman PP also sees the value in co-creating a design. It is done together 

by all parties contributing with their input. The value of co-operation is an experiential 

value. 

“I think this is a nice way of co-creating a design. It is done together with all the parties 
involved” – PP  

4.4.3 Design value 

What makes the consumers willing to pay up to 598 euros for a product that would be 

worth a fraction of that in its locale of production? IS is one of the world’s best-known 

contemporary Finnish designers (iittala.com), thus increasing the perceived value of 

the product by putting his name on it and thereby making it a design product. 

“The point is that the value of of course Suppanen and others they bring more value to 
the products” – LL  

“[IS’s] name as well gives some value, together with the other things” – PP  

Founder Taina Snellman explains to HBL that the products are sold in New York, 

Japan and South Korea as well, as products that are produced in the poor villages in 

India but designed by Finnish designers. The design products are very popular since 

the products designed by the prominent designers Klaus Haapaniemi and IS are both 

bestsellers and are often sold out immediately. 

“Vi säljer till exempel i New York, Japan och Sydkorea. Då handlar det om produkter 
som är tillverkade i byarna men bakom designen står finländska formgivare” – TS in 
HBL 11.09.17 

“Tikau engagerar starka namn, Klaus Haapaniemi har designat en utomordentligt 
vacker blomstrande matta som är handvävd i ylle och med handsydda broderier. 
Mattan säljer oftast slut direkt. Detsamma gäller en annan bästsäljare, 
bambulampskärmarna som Ilkka Suppanen har formgivit” – HBL 11.09.17 

According to IS design today is a mega trend, and branding Tikau’s products as design 

increases the popularity and interest of the products. 

“Combining design with the people of India and is quite a clever move … because 
design in one way is the trendy thing, I mean it’s a mega trend … I think you can drive 
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Tikau a little bit leaning with this design, it helps a lot, it helps for the popularity, for 
the interest” – IS  

4.4.4 Engagement with westerners 

There is experiential value for the artisans in engagement with westerners, i.e. the 

members of Tikau Share visiting their village. Villager Manjulata Mahapatra says in her 

interview with LL that seeing foreign people makes her happy, in addition to them 

coming to the village, talking to them and thereby giving them attention. Tikau Share 

chairman PP also thinks the villagers are happy by the attention they are given by the 

Tikau Share members, especially since they as outcasts are so unused to attention. 

“It makes her happy to see foreign people and that we come to their village and talk 
with them” – LL interviewing Manjulata Mahapatra 

 “I got the same impression as in China that these people were happy to get attention 
that they have never got … These people are so unused to attention” – PP  

PP also shares an experience in the village where she let the villagers and the children 

touch her. It seemed very important and meaningful for the villagers to be able to touch 

the hands and feet of a foreigner/westerner. 

“I let the people from the village touch my hands and I stayed long outside our car to 
let every child to touch my hand and my feet (apparently an Indian custom). It seems 
to mean to them so much” – PP  

According to Tikau Share member and photographer Tim Bird, the village children had 

never seen foreigners before Tikau Share came to the village. The children enjoy the 

attention and having their photographs taken, and often pose happily to the camera in 

his pictures. 

“The kids love to have their photographs taken” – TB 

“The village children have never seen foreigners before but it doesn’t take them long to 
get the hang of posing for the camera” – TB  

4.4.5 Pride 

Pride is identified in the interviews with Tikau Share members RS and PP, the Indian 

artisans, and with designer IS. Pride is an experiential value arising from the 

experience of being a part of the Tikau design project network. 

Tikau Share member and architect RS has previous experience from building houses in 

poor communities with raw materials and techniques available to the community, due 

to an earlier project of similar kind he has done in Argentina. He takes pride in his 
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expertise and being in charge of showing how to build a building that can even survive 

floods in the village in Odisha, and building it with available and accessible means. RS 

also says he has already accomplished what he wants to accomplish in his field of work, 

but due to his involvement in Tikau Share’s project he can proudly talk about his 

participation in the project. RS is also proud about the project looking really good and 

possibly being really good for his CV. 

“So that’s kind of basically my focus as an architect to show how to build a building 
that could survive these floodings and that you can make with accessible and available 
means also like economically” – RS  

“That might be really good for my CV or whatever, it looks really good and I can talk 
about it” – RS  

“In my field, I’ve accomplished what I’d like to accomplish, but this is when I can say 
that I also do these projects in India and you’re helping to finance it” – RS  

Tikau has reached the goal of being able to sell lamp shades and other products on 

sustainable terms and thereby creating employment in poor Indian villages. Tikau 

Share chairman PP is proud of this accomplishment and of her personal participation 

in the project. 

“Now someone is selling [the lamp shades] and on sustainable terms. And I am part of 
this project by reporting it. WOW!” – PP  

Pride is identified in the artisans in the village as well. Pride is especially critical for the 

dalit artisans in Odisha, who are viewed as worthless untouchables by people of higher 

caste. The artisans in the village were proud to present what they had created 

themselves, i.e. their weaved baskets. When LL took some artisans to the exhibition in 

Delhi, they also got to experience pride when customers and foreigners at the 

exhibition admired their crafts and showed interest in them. 

“Taina asked everyone to take the basket in their hand that they personally had 
produced. The group started to live. Everyone was seeking their own personal output. 
The group started to live and the faces were proud” – PP  

“He was being very proud and very kind of motivated and happy because of that and it 
was kind of this moment that this is the way it’s supposed to work … I think it was like 
uplifting in the sense of being proud of what you do” – LL  

“It was really fun and you could see the joy that if someone is admiring your basket, 
and especially if it’s a foreigner, people coming to say that wow this is an amazing 
basket. It was a very happy kind of thing” – LL  

“Seeing their products selling and people showing interest and respect their craft is 
clearly making them proud” – LL  
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Figure 8 Proud artisan showing a basket he has made 
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There is also a sense of pride identified in the way designer IS talks about his idea of 

creating the concept of making lights out of baskets. 

“I made the idea, I created the concept of making lights out of baskets and it’s mine 
you know. And if somebody does the shape for it, it’s still my idea” – IS  

4.4.6 Motivation 

Motivation and excitement in the artisans is identified in Tikau Share member LL’s 

interview when describing the artisans, in DG’s interview, as well as in the interviews 

with the artisans themselves. Motivation is a feeling experienced through the 

participation in the Tikau Share network, which makes motivation an experiential 

value. Tikau Share has changed the lives of the artisans in the poor remote village and 

given them possibilities they would never have gotten otherwise. Seeing the advantages 

of working with Tikau Share gives hope to the artisans, which leads to an increase in 

motivation to work. 

“If there was no hope then we brought it, or rather Tikau did so” – PP  

“The villagers see the possibilities and are really motivated” – DG  

“The women are very eager to work and were excited about the Delhi visit” – LL  

“The artisans are so motivated at the moment that I think we need to be as active as 
possible” – LL  

The exhibition in Delhi, that LL took a few artisans to, was a trigger to a big shift in the 

artisans’ motivation. There they could see what else was on the market, the market 

standards, and countless new design ideas for them to try. One of the artisans was so 

excited and motivated that he took over 40 photos of different products as inspiration, 

choosing to delete a few important family photos from the phone as a result. The 

artisans at the exhibition were so inspired and motivated that they discussed about the 

new designs all night together. 

“Bijey took out his phone and started to show me photos he had taken around Dastkar. 
He had over 40 photos of different products he thought could be made from bamboo. 
He explained that he even had to delete 6 family photos on his phone and his wife will 
be angry when she finds out. He was very excited and told me how the four of them 
discussed about the designs back at the hotel all night yesterday” – LL  

The artisans have also started to understand the difference between aid and trade, so 

their input in project planning has increased as well as their entrepreneurial mindset. 

“This initiative from Santosh’s group showed organized and reasonable input to the 
project planning in the business side which shows that there has been considerable 
progress in the SHG’s entrepreneurial ownership” – Tikau Share’s Annual Report 2015 
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Tikau Share has increased the artisans’ motivation not only in bamboo weaving work, 

but also in their skills to learn English. 

“Santosh was very motivated to learn how to write bamboo basket to the bill book, we 
didn’t quite get there yet but decided that he can write the bills in Orya and try once in 
a while to make the sales by himself” – LL  

4.4.7 Happiness 

The experiential value of happiness can be identified in the village artisans, the Tikau 

Share members, and the NGO partner DG from AIACA. 

The founder of Tikau and Tikau Share Taina Snellman has seen a change in the 

happiness of the villagers since Tikau Share’s involvement. The people in the poor 

village were not happy and smiling during Snellman’s first visit to the village, compared 

to the happiness that can now be seen in the village when Tikau Share visits. 

“Taina says that this is the poorest village she has ever worked with. She has made the 
people happy as they all seemed to be happy and since Taina told me that they were 
not happy and smiling during her first visit” – PP  

The artisans experience happiness when selling the products their products in the 

market or an exhibition. According to Tikau Share member LL, seeing customers, 

especially foreigners, admiring a basket they have made gives them joy. DG from 

AIACA describes the happiness in the artisans, when they manage to sell a product they 

have made in the market, as beyond words. 

“It was really fun and you could see the joy that if someone is admiring your basket, 
and especially if it’s a foreigner, people coming to say that wow this is an amazing 
basket. It was a very happy kind of thing” – LL  

“When they are selling the products in the market and when they are getting the 
money and when you see that smile, you can’t even explain the happiness” – DG  

Since the villagers are so poor, receiving any kinds of necessities makes them 

immensely happy. In addition to necessities, Tikau Share has furthermore donated for 

example bracelets, beautiful saris, and footballs to the village. Since the little income 

the poor villagers get goes to food and other necessities, receiving things like that are 

even more appreciated and valued.  

“She gave some bracelets for the women in the village and they highly appreciated her 
gifts” – PP  

Figure 10 illustrates the happiness in the villagers when receiving donations from Tikau 

Share. 
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Figure 9 Happy and grateful village artisans in Odisha 

DG from AIACA says that the villagers’ happiness can be extended to him. He can feel 

the happiness himself when he sees the villagers smiling with joy. 

“When the community members when they get something and when you see them 
smiling and a smile on their face, you can extend that happiness actually, when I see 
the smiles in their faces” – DG  

The volunteers at Tikau Share are very invested in the project and its goals to support 

self-sufficiency and empowerment in the village. Whenever any challenges or obstacles 

are overcome, and whenever a success or achievement can be celebrated, the Tikau 

Share members are filled with happiness.  
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“I think this feeling is blend with the joy we shared when we succeeded in producing 
the lamp shades” – PP  

4.4.8 Publicity 

The ‘Design Helps’ project has given a lot of positive publicity to the company Tikau 

and its brand. There is value in positive publicity, since it increases brand awareness 

and thereby sales. Tikau Share organized a big auction in Helsinki, and the profits of 

the auction went straight to helping the village in Odisha and another village Tikau 

Share helps in Karnataka in India. Tikau and Tikau Share got a lot of publicity due to 

their charity auction, which resulted in founder Taina Snellman appearing in both 

Finnish and Swedish morning TV shows. This naturally also increased Tikau’s 

recognition amongst consumers. 

“And on top of [the profits from the auction], a lot of publicity. Taina was both in 
Finnish and Swedish morning TV’s” – PP  

Tikau’s unique handmade lamps also caught the eye of actress and philanthropist 

Julianne Moore. Julianne Moore posted a picture on Instagram of her Tikau lamp in 

August 2017, which led to an unsuspected increase in the demand of the lamps. 

“En av [IS’s] lampor fick oanad efterfrågan då den amerikanska skådespelaren 
Julianne Moore köpte en och lade ut en bild på Instagram” – HBL 11.09.17 

Additional values discovered in the empirical data  
 

Perceived value Experiential value 

Informant Uniqueness 
Design 
value 

Co-
operation 

Western 
engagement 

Pride Motivation Happiness Publicity 

Tikau Share 
member 

 
 x  x  x  

Designer 
 

x x  x   x 

Founder 
 

      x 

Artisan 
 

 x x x x x  

NGO partner 
 

     x  

Consumer x x       

Table 7 Summary of the informants’ answers on the additional values 
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4.5 Potential negative value 

“With great power comes great responsibility” is a well-known quote that describes 

Tikau Share’s position in the village quite well. This section discusses potential harms, 

i.e. potential negative value, caused by Tikau Share’s involvement in the village in 

Odisha. 

Tikau Share strives for fairness and treating the villagers equally, but sometimes it is 

not possible to provide everyone with the same opportunities. When Tikau Share 

wanted to take the artisans to the exhibition in Delhi to sell their products, naturally 

there was no possibility to take the entire village to Delhi. This led to Tikau Share 

choosing four artisans to go to Delhi. The males in the village seem quite dominant, but 

Tikau Share made sure two of the four artisans who went to Delhi were women. 

Nevertheless, since only four artisans got the chance to go to Delhi, many of the 

artisans who did not get to go this time possibly felt disappointed and jealous. 

“But then of course there was the other side, that we could only take four people, so 
some of the people who wanted to go but couldn’t make it it was also a little bit 
trouble” – LL  

LL’s and PP’s field notes from trips to the village indicate that there is some envy within 

the village, and some SHG’s do not get along very well with each other. 

“There’s a lot of fighting and kind of neighborhood envy in the village, so if someone is 
making a lot more money than the others it’s not gonna end well” – LL 

However, as shown in a previous quote, Tikau Share strives to make sure that the 

amount of work offered is equal between the artisans so that no one is able to earn 

more than others who are willing to work. This example therefore demonstrates a 

possible harm in other BOP initiative projects. 

Since the village is so poor, money can be a life-and-death issue taken very seriously 

and causing problems. PP describes an incident in her field notes where founder Taina 

Snellman had promised the villagers support to buy rice, but the money was 

mysteriously gone and either never arrived or was used for something else than rice. 

This led to a conflict in the village causing the villagers to blame one another for taking 

the money, resulting in the village splitting into two groups. 

“Taina had promised support for rice but either the money never arrived or the money 
was not used for rice. Santos apparently thinks that the rice money was taken by 
Rajesh. This is conflict or misunderstanding number two that apparently has caused 
the village to split into two” – PP  
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Another unfortunate incident was when someone in the village stole LL’s wallet during 

a visit to the village. The thief was not identified. The Tikau Share members noticed 

that one of the artisans suddenly stopped showing up to weaving trainings and 

workshops despite previous interest and activity. Finally they discovered that the 

reason for his absence was the fact that he knew the identity of the thief, and the thief 

had threatened to kill him if he exposed him. The amount of money in the wallet of a 

westerner was presumably very large in the eyes of a poor villager. Without the 

presence of rich westerners, i.e. the members of Tikau Share, this sort of incident is 

more unlikely to occur. 

“Vihdoin kävi ilmi että Koru pakoilee, koska tietää kuka varasti viime reissulla 
lompakon. Varas on uhannut tappaa Korun jos hän ilmiantaa tämän meille” – PP  

Tikau Share’s presence and involvement in the village was also dividing opinions. One 

villager had such a strong opinion against Tikau Share’s involvement that she ended up 

hitting another villager whilst expressing those opinions. 

“One person in the group had started the trouble. She said with whatever power that if 
this project does not stop she will make it stop … Mama’s daughter was crying because 
this person had hit her” – PP  

Tikau Share might also have introduced such consumer goods to the village that would 

actually not be necessary. A debate exists on whether or not soap is truly necessary. 

Some claim that soap strips away the skin’s natural oils, drying the skin, and killing 

good bacteria leaving it more vulnerable for infections (Murray, 2015). In this case, 

introducing soap to the natural village might not have been a smart move. However, 

this can be up for debate since a second school of thought believes otherwise. 

“[Soap] tries the skin and then you are hugged with cosmetics … Why introduce 
consumer goods to the natural village where soap is not needed? … Soap is probably 
needed in Delhi but not here” – PP  

4.6 Evaluating improvement in the villagers’ quality of life  

The literature review suggests measuring improvement in the quality of life by 

observing improvement in factors such as life satisfaction, physical health, 

employment, education, level of independence, wealth, sense of optimism, and housing 

(IESE Insight, 2013). Below follows an evaluation of the improvement in the village 

within each factor since Tikau Share’s involvement. 

There has been a significant improvement in the life satisfaction of the community 

members in the studied village. When founder Taina Snellman first visited the village 
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the villagers were not smiling and did not seem to be happy, compared to how happy 

they are now. Villagers Ramchandra and Bijay Rang claim in their interviews that their 

lives have improved as a result of Tikau Share’s involvement. 

“Taina says that this is the poorest village she has ever worked with. She has made the 
people happy as they all seemed to be happy and since Taina told me that they were 
not happy and smiling during her first visit” – PP  

“It’s been helpful for Basanti to be part of the Tikau Share weaving group. We get rice, 
roof repairs, healthcare and, most importantly, Basanti gets income. Our lives have 
improved as a result of Tikau Share, certainly” – TB interviewing Ramchandra 

“When asked whether he likes to work in Tikau group, he says that he is happy working 
for Tikau because it has improved his lifestyle” – LL interviewing Bijay Rang  

Tikau Share helps the villagers take care of their physical health. Tikau Share has 

provided the villagers with medical checkups, healthcare and vital vaccinations. 

“After providing chickens, rice and blankets on Sunday to the artisans in the village 
and after also waiting for the local doctor who finally checked over 80 people in the 
village we left” – PP  

“It’s been helpful for Basanti to be part of the Tikau Share weaving group. We get rice, 
roof repairs, healthcare and, most importantly, Basanti gets income. Our lives have 
improved as a result of Tikau Share, certainly” – TB interviewing Ramchandra 

“I östra Indien, i en av de fattigaste byarna som Snellman-Langenskiöld har stött på, 
började man med att sätta det fysiska rummet i skick genom att reparera tak, skaffa 
vaccin, bygga upp ett utbildningsprogram, ordna med bankkonton och sörja för att 
vardagen löpte” – HBL 11.09.17 
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Figure 10 Local doctor hired by Tikau Share examining the villagers 

Tikau’s foremost goal in the village has been to create employment, in which they have 

succeeded. Tikau offers employment to all willing artisans in the village. Furthermore, 

the skills gained in Tikau Share’s training workshops can be used to make baskets for 

the local markets as well. The artisans get a daily salary when participating in the 

training workshops so they do not lose any alternative income for the day. 

“We’re both members of the Tikau Share group, we’re both weavers … To make things 
even better – well, to get work every day, 365 days of the year, that would be the best 
thing” – TB interviewing Karunakar 

Providing education is one of the main goals of Tikau Share. Because of Tikau Share, 

the artisans can participate in education programs and for example English lessons, 

and their children can attend school. 

“You can see that the work Taina is doing there is really helping the people or that they 
can actually get by better or kids can go to school and stuff like that” – ES  

“I östra Indien, i en av de fattigaste byarna som Snellman-Langenskiöld har stött på, 
började man med att sätta det fysiska rummet i skick genom att reparera tak, skaffa 
vaccin, bygga upp ett utbildningsprogram, ordna med bankkonton och sörja för 
att vardagen löpte” – HBL 11.09.17 

There are little evident findings in the empirical data regarding an improvement in the 

villagers’ level of independence. However, Tikau Share provides employment and 

thereby the villagers have a chance to earn an independent income increasing their 

level of independence. Tikau Share also emphasizes the difference between aid and 

trade to the villagers, and constantly points out that the artisans are Tikau Share’s 

business partners, not charity objects. In addition, Tikau Share has been focusing on 

empowering the women in the village. Previously it was clear that the men in the village 

were quite dominant and made all the decisions, but the attitudes have changed and 

now the women also have a say in matters and the men support and respect the goal of 

empowering the women and making them more independent. 

“It is obvious that the women have a say in every matter. To some extent the men also 
support and respect the goal of women empowerment. Santosh and Shankar took our 
advice of encouraging the women to take part to the exhibition very well” – LL  

Wealth can be defined as an abundance of valuable possessions, money or material 

prosperity (Oxford Dictionaries). The wealth of the community members has increased 

since Tikau Share’s involvement in the community. Not only have they been able to 

increase their wealth through income from Tikau in the form of money, but they have 
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also received valuable possessions from Tikau Share as donations, such as chickens, 

cows, clothes, and jewelry. 

“Due to the auction we are able to donate chickens, cows, saris, and so on. Linda is also 
carrying blankets that Finnair has donated” – PP  

“During this trip alone we have given saris, men’s traditional clothes, children’s 
clothes, plastic to the roofs, some fruits, plates and bowls as well as bracelets” – PP  

The sense of optimism in the community members has also increased. Before Tikau 

Share’s involvement the villagers did not have as much hope for the future and were not 

generally as happy. Tikau Share has brought hope and happiness to the village. They 

also encourage a positive atmosphere in the village, and in a meeting together with the 

artisans they all agreed that violence, bad language and discrimination are not allowed 

in the village. 

“If there was no hope then we brought it, or rather Tikau did so” – PP  

 “We agreed that violence, bad language or discrimination is not allowed” – Tikau 
Share field trip report  

Tikau Share has also helped the villagers with their housing situations. Tikau Share has 

provided the villagers with plastic to their roofs, roof repairs, and house repairs. Tikau 

Share is currently also raising funds to build a communal house in the village. 

“There’s a road to the village, that wasn’t here before. We get mosquito nets from Tikau 
Share, as well as medical treatment and house repairs” – TB interviewing Srimati 

“During this trip alone we have given saris, men’s traditional clothes, children’s 
clothes, plastic to the roofs, some fruits, plates and bowls as well as bracelets” – PP  

“I östra Indien, i en av de fattigaste byarna som Snellman-Langenskiöld har stött på, 
började man med att sätta det fysiska rummet i skick genom att reparera tak, skaffa 
vaccin, bygga upp ett utbildningsprogram, ordna med bankkonton och sörja för att 
vardagen löpte” – HBL 11.09.17 

4.7 Summary of the results of the empirical data 

Table 8 in Appendix 2 presents a summary of the informants’ answers on all identified 

values in the network. Conditional and hedonic value, in addition to values of escapism 

and freedom, are identified as values in the theoretical framework, but are not 

identified in the empirical data of this study. These values are still included in Table 8, 

with the total value of 0. The digits in the last cells of the rows represent the sum of how 

many respondents that particular value is identified for. For example, ethical value is 

identified for 5 respondents, while use value is identified for 1 respondent. 

Consequently, the digits in the last cells of the columns represent the sum of how many 
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values are identified for that particular respondent. For example, 20 values are 

identified for the artisans, while 15 values are identified for the consumer. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

This final chapter is divided into two sections. First, the key findings of the empirical 

data are discussed in relation to the research questions of the study. Second, the 

theoretical contributions and managerial implications are presented, followed by a 

presentation of the limitations of the research and a proposal of suggestions for future 

research. 

5.1 Conclusions reflecting the research questions 

The research questions of this thesis are introduced in the first chapter together with 

the purpose of the study. In order to fulfill the purpose of the study, the research 

questions ought to be answered. The research questions in this thesis are: 

1) What kind of value is identified for the actors in the studied global design 

network? 

2) Does the BOP initiative add value to the BOP community and thereby improve 

the quality of life there? 

 

Hereafter the results of the empirical research are discussed in relation to each of the 

research questions. 

5.1.1 Value in the design network 

Since value is dependent to context and alters according to individual preferences 

(Holbrook, 1994), it is important to define different types of values and identify them. 

The identified values for the participants in the network are presented in the results of 

the empirical data in the previous chapter, are summarized in Table 8 in Appendix 2, 

and thereby answer this research question. 

Since there is so much ambiguity in regard to the definitions of value (Sánchez-

Fernández & Iniesta-Bonillo, 2007), it is difficult to measure value in numerical terms 

and evaluate what kind of value is more important than another. In this research 

however, more clearly seen in Table 8 in Appendix 2, it is possible to count the times a 

specific type of value is identified among the actors in the network, and based on that 

draw conclusions about which types of value are important for the entire network, and 

which types may only be important for one or few actors. Furthermore, from the 
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nuances in the informants’ answers it is also possible to analyze which values are more 

important than others that were nonetheless identified, but are not perceived or 

experienced as strongly. 

Out of the value typologies presented by Karababa & Kjeldgaard (2014), social value 

and semiotic value are evidently important and identified for all actors in the network. 

Social value and semiotic value are more important than economic value in this specific 

network, due to the context and the story behind the network. In another setting and 

another network, this could naturally be something entirely dissimilar.  

Furthermore, due to the context of this specific network and the mission and goals of 

Tikau, social, emotional and ethical values are the values perceived by most actors in 

the network. The high frequency of especially social and ethical values among actors in 

the network suggests that Tikau has succeeded in mediating their core values for actors 

in the network. The produced Tikau lamp is only used by the customer, which is why 

functional value and use value were only identified for the customer. Functional value 

and practical value are often discussed closely together in value literature, due to the 

fact that there is only a nuanced difference between them. Therefore it is of interest to 

notice that while functional value was only identified for the customer, practical value 

was identified for the founder and the artisans as well.  

Hedonic value and conditional value were not identified for any actors. For hedonic 

value one can speculate, whether this value would have been identified if another Tikau 

customer would have been interviewed. Even though conditional value per se was not 

identified, all identified values can be seen as conditional, since they apply only in this 

specific setting with these specific circumstances, and could change if some 

circumstances would change, for example Tikau’s goals or the quality of life for the 

artisans. 

The experiential values experienced by most actors are involvement, network and 

fulfillment. As with the most perceived values, these depend on the context and story of 

this specific network. Due to the important work Tikau and Tikau Share is doing, the 

actors have a strong need to be involved in something important and thereby fulfilling 

themselves. These values would most probably not be the most occurring ones in the 

network if there would not be an NGO involved, or if the company’s goals would purely 

focus on generating profit. The least occurring experiential values are motivation and 

western contact. Motivation is only identified for the artisans in the network, since 
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other actors such as Tikau Share members, the founder and the designer are the ones 

motivating the artisans. Furthermore, western contact can naturally not be identified 

for actors who are westerners themselves. 

Figure 12 portrays the identified values for each actor in the network, as well as the 

value exchange between the actors. All actors in the network contribute to the value co-

creation within the network, and they are all dependent on one another. Although 

identified values are based on the individual and dependent on context, value is still 

continuously co-created within the network. 

 

Figure 11 Value exchange and co-creation in the Tikau design network 

5.1.2 Value for the BOP community and improvement in quality of life 

The artisans in the BOP community can be seen as the most important component in 

the network. As seen in Figure 12, the BOP community is the only component that has a 

connection and relationship to all other actors. The sole purpose of Tikau Share is to 

improve the living conditions in the community. Since the artisans in the community 

can be seen as a vulnerable population, it is even more essential that they are the ones 

receiving most value from being part of the network. As seen in Table 8 in Appendix 2, 

the artisans are the ones the most values are identified for. 20 values are identified for 

the artisans, when 16 values are identified for Tikau Share members, the designers and 

the founder, 15 values for the consumer, and 9 values for the NGO partner. This 
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network differs from others in the sense that the consumer is not the most important 

actor in the network, and in this network the second least values are identified for the 

consumer. The fact that so many values are identified for the artisans clearly indicates 

that the participation in this project and network is beneficial for the artisans. 

Based on all the empirical data in this research, it can be concluded that the quality of 

life in the BOP community has significantly improved since the involvement of Tikau 

and Tikau Share. Most importantly the villagers are offered meaningful employment 

through which they can earn income, leading to emancipation and an increase in their 

level of independence. Chapter 4.6 evaluates the improvement in the quality of life in 

the community in detail. In addition to employment, the villagers are provided with 

vital assistance in e.g. health care, education and housing aid. Lastly, the interviews 

with the artisans themselves support these statements, since they state themselves that 

their lives have improved since the involvement of Tikau Share. 

5.2 Implications 

This study is concluded by presenting its theoretical contributions and managerial 

implications. Lastly, limitations of the study are presented, followed by suggestions for 

future research. 

5.2.1 Theoretical contributions 

Existing value literature is exceedingly customer-centric (e.g. Holbrook, 1994; Sheth et 

al., 1991; Babin et al., 1994). However, the results of this research show that value is 

perceived and experienced by other actors in a network as well, and thus contributes to 

a network perspective of value. For example Holbrook’s (1994), Sheth, Newman and 

Gross’ (1991) and Babin’s et al. (1994) definitions of value are purely from consumer 

perspectives, when they can and should be extended to other actors in networks as well. 

This concerns value co-creation processes as well. As Figure 12 shows, all actors in the 

network perceive and experience value, which is why it is important for the value co-

creation process to recognize all actors’ values in the network, not just the consumer’s. 

Furthermore, value had not been studied in a design context before, and neither had 

value literature empirically studied the poor. Since BOP literature had not studied 

value, this thesis contributes with combining BOP literature and value literature. BOP 

literature struggles with a need for clear theoretical frameworks for assessing impact 
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and evaluating community empowerment in BOP communities. This thesis suggests an 

unprecedented method using value as a tool to measure impact, and thereby 

contributes with a new framework for assessing impact in BOP communities. 

The perceived values uniqueness and design value, and the experiential values co-

operation, western engagement, pride, motivation, happiness and publicity, were also 

identified from the empirical results of this research. To the knowledge of the author, 

existing value literature has not yet considered or studied these values. Lastly, the 

author has not found a definition for practical value in existing value literature, 

therefore this thesis contributes with the definition of practical value to existing 

literature. 

5.2.2 Managerial implications 

Understanding how and why value is created for actors in networks is valuable for 

organizations and companies, in order for them to use that information to their benefit 

and to be able to create value for relevant stakeholders. Many actors in the network 

studied in this research are more interested in doing good and helping an important 

cause, rather than receiving monetary gains. This is an important notion for 

organizations and stakeholders to consider, since actors in a network can be motivated 

by other values than economic benefits. 

Tikau and Tikau Share gain a completely objective third-party analysis from this 

research and can use all the valuable insights from it to their benefit. For future 

projects with different actors in the network it is of interest to understand what drives 

the actors in this network and what creates value for them. Since a goal of Tikau and 

Tikau Share is to improve the living conditions in the BOP community, it should also be 

of interest to find out how an objective third party perceives the value for the BOP 

community members from the studied project. The results of the research also offer 

suggestions for improvements. For example one perceived product value is uniqueness, 

and designer IS believes uniqueness is so valuable that he even proposes the handmade 

products should have nametags with small narratives that convey something about the 

artisan who has made it. This would even increase the semiotic value of the product. 

Furthermore the discovered potential negative values provide significant managerial 

implications, not only for Tikau and Tikau Share who has dealt honorably with most of 

the mentioned issues, but to other organizations and companies who are interested in 
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similar activities and should be aware of the severe potential harms and grave 

responsibilities. However, Tikau and Tikau Share should weigh the pros and cons of 

some circumstances, for example introducing consumer goods such as soap to villages. 

On a universal level, the results of this research also give insights to other non-profit 

organizations that are interested in doing a similar type of project with similar goals, or 

to companies similar to Tikau who are interested in a similar business model and being 

socially responsible by helping poor communities whilst generating profit. 

5.2.3 Limitations of the research 

The results of this study are limited to the specific case study of the Finnish company 

Tikau and its “Design Helps” project. The customer, the Tikau Share members and the 

designers interviewed are all Finnish. The studied BOP community is located in eastern 

India, and the interviewed NGO partner is Indian. Therefore, this study is limited to 

Finnish and Indian settings, cultures and norms. 

Another limitation of the study is to the disappointment of the author, the lack of an 

interview with the founder of Tikau and Tikau Share, Taina Snellman. The 

identification of values for Snellman now relies on the interviews of Tikau Share 

members, PP’s field notes, and the article in the newspaper HBL. An interview with 

Snellman would have provided an in-depth view of the value co-creation and the 

identified values for her, and could possibly have provided evidence for additional 

values than the ones currently identified.  

Furthermore, only one respondent with a consumer perspective was interviewed. This 

respondent was AB, who is an interior designer and has bought Tikau products on 

behalf of her clients. It could have been useful to interview a consumer who is a private 

person, but unfortunately no such consumer was reached during the time of the study. 

An additional interview with a non-business consumer could have given additional 

insights, and possibly even evidence for an additional identified value, such as hedonic 

value. 

The interview with the NGO partner DG was performed in English, which is not DG’s 

native language. This affected the interview, and the discussion was not as smooth and 

descriptive as with the other informants. DG’s answers were difficult to understand at 

times, sometimes so much so that transcribing was impossible at these times. If the 
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language barrier would not have existed, a more detailed comprehension of DG’s 

thoughts could have been acquired, which could possibly and probably have led to the 

identification of additional values. 

Finally, no triangulation of researchers interpreting the data was applied, so it is fare to 

acknowledge that all results are the author’s own interpretations of the data. 

Interpretations of data are supported with direct quotes and references, to avoid issues 

with credibility and conformability. The author did not perform the interviews with the 

artisans in the village in India, so the analysis of the interviews relies completely on the 

notes of the interviewers. Furthermore many of the artisans do not speak English, and 

the interviewers do not speak their language, so a translator had to be used in the 

interviews. The author has no knowledge of the degree of the translator’s English skills, 

so there is a possibility that nuances in the artisans’ answers changed when the 

translator communicated them to the interviewers. 

5.2.4 Suggestions for future research 

This study focuses on one specific in-depth case study. There are only limited objective 

assessments evaluating social impact of business involvements in existing literature. 

Future research should continue to study impacts of business involvements in BOP 

communities in other empirical settings. The same study could also be duplicated later 

on in the same setting. As Wallendorf & Belk (1989) propose, repeating the same study 

a year later could increase the study’s dependability. It would also be of interest to 

know whether the conditions in the village are similar a year from now, and whether 

Tikau has kept its promise and kept helping the villagers. To understand the true 

impact of a business involvement, the community should be followed and examined 

during a long period, in order to understand the long-term impact and results. 

As discussed in theoretical contributions earlier this chapter, there are large research 

gaps when it comes to studying value changes and creation within supply chains, value 

from a network perspective, and value combined with BOP literature, all of which are 

excellent suggestions for future research. Furthermore, to the knowledge of the author 

there are no clear theoretical frameworks for evaluating community empowerment in 

existing literature. In order to evaluate community empowerment or the impact of 

business involvements in BOP communities, it is essential to establish clear theoretical 

frameworks. Finally, most existing BOP literature views the poor as consumers and not 
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as entrepreneurs. Future BOP literature should view the poor as business partners and 

capable entrepreneurs instead of just consumers. 

Lastly, the new, additional values discovered in the empirical results of this research 

should also be further studied in other settings. 
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SVENSK SAMMANFATTNING 

Värde inom ett globalt designnätverk - Fallet Tikau & Tikau Share 

 

1. INLEDNING 

Nästan hälften av världens befolkning lever i fattigdom (Martin & Hill, 2012). 

Eliminerandet eller lindrandet av fattigdom är en allvarlig utmaning (Karnani, 2007a). 

Människorna på de lägsta nivåerna av den globala ekonomin kan ses som effektiva 

producenter, som kan bidra med verkligt ekonomiskt värde både för dem själva och för 

deras affärspartner (Altman et al., 2009). Att skapa arbetsmöjligheter med rimlig 

kompensation är det bästa sättet att lindra fattigdom (Karnani, 2007b). Den växande 

globala marknaden för hantverk är ett exempel på ett sätt att skapa arbete i 

utvecklingsländer. 

Den globala marknaden för hantverk har ökat snabbt, på grund av ett växande intresse 

för konst och kultur (Luckman, 2015; P&S Market Research, 2016). Handgjorda 

produkter tilltalar människor som letar efter något unikt (Luckman, 2015). På grund av 

att de mindre lyckligt lottade involveras, är hantverksprodukter också uppskattade på 

grund av humanitära orsaker (P&S Market Research, 2016) och det finns en stor 

marknad för liknande produkter som en del av etisk konsumtion (Luckman, 2015).  

På grund av det ökande intresset för dessa produkter i väst, kan man se en ökning i 

utvecklingsinitiativ där traditionellt hantverk skräddarsys för marknaden i väst 

(Luckman, 2015). Marknaden för hantverk växer i utvecklingsländer som Indien, som 

är ett av de dominerande exportländerna i världen för hantverk (P&S Market Research, 

2016). 

1.1 Problemområde 

Den typiska flödeskedjan för hantverk inkluderar producenten, designern, försäljaren 

och konsumenten. På den lokala marknaden där hantverket produceras, har hantverket 

lågt värde, medan hantverksprodukterna är uppskattade designvaror där de 

konsumeras. Värdet av hantverken ändrar betydligt inom flödeskedjan. Hur skapas 

värdet och varför ändras det inom flödeskedjan? Det finns en brist på forskning inom 
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värdeskapande i flödeskedjor (Hammervoll, 2009), värdeförändringar i flödeskedjor, 

och värde har inte tidigare studerats i en designkontext.  

Produktionen av hantverk sker oftast i utvecklingsländer, och producenterna är ofta 

hantverkare från fattiga omständigheter (P&S Market Research, 2016). Hantverkarna 

lever sannolikt på under 2 dollar i dagen, vilket placerar dem i ett segment av 

konsumenter känt som ’Base of the Pyramid’, eller BoP (Prahalad, 2005). Samhällen på 

den ekonomiska pyramidens bas kännetecknas av låg läs- och skrivkunnighet, dålig 

hälsa och begränsad tillgång till media (Prahalad, 2005; Hasan et al., 2016). I en global 

hantverksflödeskedja är producenterna ofta medlemmar av ett BOP-samhälle. 

Existerande forskning om pyramidens bas har inte studerat värde och forskningen om 

värde har inte empiriskt studerat fattiga (Kolk et al., 2013). Det finns ett behov att 

kombinera forskningen om värde med forskningen om människor på pyramidens bas, 

för att förstå dimensioner av värde i flödeskedjor som innehåller samhällen på 

pyramidens bas. 

1.2 Syfte 

Syftet med avhandlingen är att undersöka vilken typ av värde skapas i det studerade 

globala designnätverket. Syftet är även att undersöka ifall det studerade BOP-initiativet 

ger mervärde till BOP-samhället, och därmed även ökar livskvaliteten i samhället. 

Mer specifikt strävar studien till att besvara följande två forskningsfrågor: 

1) Vilken typ av värde identifieras för aktörerna i det studerade globala 

designnätverket? 

2) Ger BOP-initiativet mervärde till BOP-samhället och ökar det därmed 

livskvaliteten där? 

 

2. VÄRDE INOM BOP-INITIATIVNÄTVERK 

2.1 Base of the Pyramid (BoP) 

Enligt BoP-konceptet finns det affärsmöjligheter associerade med basen av världens 

ekonomiska pyramid (Olsen & Boxenbaum, 2009). Basen av världens ekonomiska 

pyramid har blivit känd som BoP (Base of the Pyramid), och inkluderar nästan två 
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tredjedelar av världens befolkning (Hasan et al., 2016). Medlemmar på pyramidens bas 

lever på mindre än 2 dollar per dag (ibid) och har ofta låg läs- och skrivkunnighet, dålig 

hälsa och kämpar med basbehov (Prahalad, 2005). Prahalad (2005) föreslår att de 

fattiga borde ses som flexibla och kreativa entreprenörer istället för offer. Den 

huvudsakliga idén med BoP-konceptet är att fattigdom kan lindras genom ekonomiskt 

fördelaktiga aktiviteter (Kolk et al., 2013). BoP-initiativ är affärsinitiativ som har 

positiv inverkan på de involverade samhällena, genom att skapa lokal sysselsättning 

och engagera medlemmar i de lokala samhällena som partner (BoP Global Network, 

2016). Målet är att ha en positiv inverkan i samhället utöver att skapa ekonomisk vinst 

(Martinez & Carbonell, 2007).  

2.1.1 Affärsverksamhet och entreprenörskap som verktyg för att bekämpa 

fattigdom 

Diskussionen gällande affärsverksamhet som verktyg för att bekämpa fattigdom, 

framför allt oftare att för att medverka i dessa omgivningar borde man skapa 

marknader istället för att inträda på existerande marknader (Lindeman, 2014). Fattiga 

har inte råd att konsumera mera, så det enda sättet att verkligen hjälpa de fattiga och 

lindra fattigdom är att öka den inkomst som de fattiga tjänar (Karnani, 2007a). 

Nyckeln är entreprenörskap i en massiv skala (Prahald, 2005). Marknadsutveckling i 

samhällen på pyramidens bas skapar miljoner av nya entreprenörer på gräsrotsnivå 

(ibid).  

Således, i motsats till traditionella affärsinitiativ, borde företagen se de fattiga som 

entreprenörer istället för konsumenter (Karnani, 2009). Majoriteten av existerande 

forskningen om människor på pyramidens bas ser på de fattiga som konsumenter, inte 

som entreprenörer (Kolk et al., 2013). Det finns signifikant empiriskt bevis på att 

skapandet av sysselsättning med tillräckliga inkomster är det bästa sättet att bekämpa 

fattigdom (Karnani, 2007a).  

Samhällen på pyramidens bas kan vara källor för innovationer för produkter och 

processer. Många lokala innovationer från samhällen på pyramidens bas kan appliceras 

även på utvecklade marknader. Produkterna som produceras i samhällen på 

pyramidens bas borde säljas på effektiva marknader, till medelinkomst- och 

höginkomstsamhällen på exportmarknader, för att erhålla fullt värde för de fattigas 

insatser. Sammanfattningsvis är det bästa sättet för privata företag att stöda 

bekämpandet av fattigdom att investera i att förbättra de fattigas kompetens och 
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produktivitet och skapa mera möjligheter för sysselsättning, och därigenom öka deras 

inkomst. (Karnani, 2007a) 

2.1.2 Mätning av inverkan för BOP-initiativ 

För att avgöra ifall ett BoP-initiativ verkligen gjort skillnad i samhället eller vinst för 

företaget, måste initiativens inverkan mätas. Ekonomisk och social inverkan kan 

utvärderas och mätas (Kolk et al., 2013). Att mäta den inverkan BoP-initiativen har i de 

involverade samhällena är utmanande, eftersom de involverade företagen skiljer sig 

vad gäller storlek, sektor och läge (Nagasaki, 2016). För att mäta den ekonomiska 

inverkan som BoP-initiativ har, används till exempel vinst, pris, kostnad, marginal, 

avkastning eller intäkt som mått. För att utvärdera social inverkan i lokala samhällen 

kan man se på utbildning, tillgång till sjukvård, kvalitén på vatten, sysselsättning och 

termer som är svårare att definiera som till exempel emancipation och livskvalité (Kolk 

et al., 2013). För att mäta livskvalité används faktorer som livstillfredsställelse, fysisk 

hälsa, anställning, utbildning, grad av självständighet, familj, boende och sinne för 

optimism (IESE Insight, 2013). 

För att avgöra ifall ett BoP-initiativ har haft en positiv inverkan på samhället, kan värde 

användas som verktyg för att mäta initiativets inverkan. Skapar initiativet värde för 

samhället, och om så är fallet, vilken typ av värde? Denna studie undersöker värde 

inom hela BoP-initiativsnätverket. Vilka aktörer i nätverket uppfattar vilken typ av 

värde? 

2.2 Värde inom nätverk och flödeskedjor 

2.2.1 Definitionen av värde 

Forskare har kritiserat begreppet värde för att vara en av de mest missbrukade 

termerna (Leszinski & Marn, 1997) och för att det finns tvetydighet i fråga om 

definitionen (Sánchez-Fernández & Iniesta-Bonillo, 2007). Holbrook (1994) definierar 

värde som en interaktiv relativistisk preferensupplevelse. Holbrook (1994) ser på värde 

ur ett konsumentperspektiv, men Holbrooks uppfattning kan även utvidgas till andra 

aktörer i ett nätverk, och är därmed inte giltig endast för konsumenter. Holbrooks 

(1994) definition av värde används i denna avhandling, eftersom denna avhandling ser 

på värde som dynamiskt och beroende av kontext.  

2.2.2 Dimensioner av värde 
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Enligt Karababa & Kjeldgaard (2014) kan man kategorisera värde i ekonomiskt, 

semiotiskt och socialt värde. Ekonomiskt värde i en flödeskedja kan hänvisa till vinst 

för företaget, intäkter för producenter, designer eller anställda, priset på varan eller 

tjänsten och kostnaden för råmaterial. Ekonomiskt värde i samhällen på den 

ekonomiska pyramidens bas hänvisar till inkomster för medlemmarna i samhället. 

Socialt värde hänvisar till ”godhet”, och kan vara till exempel godheten hos en person, i 

en produkt, en idé eller en strävan som betraktas som god eller värdefull (Karababa & 

Kjeldgaard, 2013). Semiotiskt värde hänvisar till kulturell betydelse, eller betydelser 

associerade med känslor (Graeber, 2001; Karababa & Kjeldgaard, 2014). Det värde som 

uppfattas av konsumenten definieras som konsumentens övergripande bedömning av 

en produkt, baserat på uppfattningar om vad som mottas gentemot vad som ges 

(Zeithaml, 1998). Information om produkten återkallas hos konsumenten på olika 

nivåer – produktattribut återkallas på de enklaste nivåerna, medan värden som 

emotionell nytta eller personliga värden existerar på mer abstrakta nivåer (Karababa & 

Kjeldgaard, 2013). 

Enligt Holbrook (1994) uppfattas upplevt värde specifikt genom konsumentens 

upplevelser, och således är konsumenten den enda aktören i ett nätverk som uppfattar 

upplevt värde. Dock kan även andra aktörer i ett nätverk än konsumenter uppfatta 

upplevt värde. I ett nätverk är det inte endast konsumenten som interagerar med 

produkten. Således kan upplevt värde utsträckas även till andra aktörer i ett nätverk.  

3. METOD 

3.1 Fallet Tikau 

Denna avhandling undersöker endast ett specifikt BOP-initiativ, för att förvärva så 

detaljerad och omfattande data som möjligt. Det valda BOP-initiativet är företaget 

Tikau och deras ”Design Helps”-projekt. Tikau är ett finskt företag, grundat av Taina 

Snellman år 2008. Tikau slår samman skandinavisk design med indiskt hantverk, med 

visionen att sysselsätta kastlösa och fattiga hantverkare i Indien. Tikau sysselsätter 

lokala hantverkare i deras hembyar för att utveckla innovativa designprodukter för den 

västerländska marknaden. Tikau samarbetar med den icke-statliga organisationen 

Tikau Share. Tikau Shares aktiviteter för hållbar utveckling innehåller till exempel 

sysselsättningsprogram, utbildning, hälsovård och hjälp med boende. (tikau.com; 

tikaushare.org) 
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Syftet med projektet ”Design Helps” är att förbättra livskvalitén i en liten by i Odisha i 

Indien. Tikau utbildade kastlösa bybor till hantverkare genom att lära dem att väva 

lampskärmar gjorda av bambu. Genom att erbjuda ett utbildningsprogram fick de 

lokala byborna en möjlighet att tjäna självständig inkomst. Lampans design gjordes av 

Ilkka Suppanen, en välkänd modern finsk designer. Tikaus idé är att använda design 

som ett verktyg för att hjälpa, och därför arbetar de tillsammans med Tikau Share för 

att kombinera skandinavisk design med rättvis handel och hållbarhet. (tikau.com)  

3.2 Forskningsmetod 

Eftersom syftet med studien är att få en djupare förståelse för ett komplext fenomen, är 

en kvalitativ forskningsansats det bästa sättet att svara på forskningsfrågorna och 

syftet. En kvalitativ forskningsansats har möjlighet att ge djupare insikter i 

forskningsproblemet genom att erbjuda mer detaljerade data (Silverman, 2011). 

Eftersom kvalitativa metoder inte endast är lämpliga för att undersöka företag, utan för 

att studera ett samhälle i allmänhet (Gummerus, 2000), passar en kvalitativ 

forskningsansats mycket väl för denna studie, eftersom syftet inte endast är förstå 

värde i nätverk, men också i BOP-samhället. 

3.3 Datainsamling 

De empiriska data i denna undersökning är samlade under perioden 15.09.16-10.12.17 

och inkluderar 267 minuter av ljudinspelning, 1180 fotografier, 3 videon och 328 sidor 

av dokument som till exempel fältanteckningar, mötesanteckningar och rapporter. Alla 

intervjuer bandades in och transkriberades efteråt. Fem intervjuer hölls på engelska 

och en intervju hölls på finska. Längden av intervjuerna varierar från 16 minuter till 55 

minuter. Intervjuguiden presenteras i bilaga 1. 

3.4 Urval 

Informanterna för intervjuerna är valda på grund av deras roller inom Tikau-nätverket. 

Sex personer i Tikau-nätverket i Finland har intervjuats. Dessa är: två designers, två 

medlemmar av Tikau Share, en konsument, och en partner inom nätverket. Urvalet 

innehåller också fältanteckningar och fotografier tagna av Tikau Shares ordförande, 

bilder tagna av och intervjuer som gjorts av en Tikau Share medlem och fotograf, 28 

intervjuer med hantverkare i den studerade byn, och artikeln ”Design som gör skillnad 

på årets Habitare” publicerad i tidningen HBL. 
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4. RESULTAT 

4.1 Ekonomiskt, socialt och semiotiskt värde i Tikau-nätverket 

Ekonomiskt värde konstaterades vara pengar, pris, arbetstid, kostnad, vinst eller intäkt 

i kapitel 2. I Tikau-nätverket uppstår ekonomiskt värde i form av donationer till Tikau 

Share, monetärt stipendium från finska utrikesministeriet till projektet, och vinst för 

företaget Tikau. Ekonomiskt värde uppstår också i form av löner, både för Tikau-

anställda och för hantverkarna i byn.  

Socialt värde identifieras för alla Tikau Share-medlemmar. Socialt värde är ett 

betydande motiv för Tikau Share medlemmarna att delta i projektet, eftersom de drivs 

av sin godhet och vilja att hjälpa byborna i Indien, och att få vara involverad i att göra 

någonting gott och viktigt. 

Semiotiskt värde diskuteras i kapitel 2 både från ett konsumentperspektiv och från ett 

projektperspektiv. Konsumentperspektivet hänvisar till hur konsumenten uppfattar 

betydelsen av produkten och berättelsen bakom produkten. I Tikaus produkter är det 

tydligt att produkten får en betydelse och det finns en lång historia bakom varje Tikau-

produkt vilket gör att Tikau-produkterna skiljer sig från massproducerade och 

fabrikstillverkade produkter. Alla anställda på Tikau och Tikau Share-medlemmar 

bidrar till att skapa mening bakom produkterna. 

4.2 Uppfattat värde 

Bruksvärde och funktionellt värde uppfattas endast av konsumenten, eftersom dessa 

värden är relaterade till nyttan som fås från användningen av produkten. Uppfattat 

socialt värde ur ett konsumentperspektiv hänvisar till associationer konsumenten gör 

när hen ser och tänker på produkten. När en konsument köper en Tikau-produkt 

försöker konsumenten förmedla en uppfattning till andra genom att säga ”detta önskar 

jag vara genom att köpa denna produkt”. Konsumenten använde Tikaus lampor i 

inredningen av ett café, vilket passade utmärkt eftersom caféet har gröna värden och 

föredrar naturmaterial och förnybar energi, och på detta sätt bidrar Tikau-lamporna till 

den berättelse och uppfattning caféet vill förmedla utåt.  

Berättelsen bakom och omständigheterna för de fattiga hantverkarna i Indien bidrar till 

att många slags känslor väcks både hos konsumenter och andra aktörer i nätverket. En 

Tikau-produkt väcker alldeles annorlunda känslor hos en konsument än en vanlig Ikea-
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lampa, och designern upplever att Tikau-produkterna är väldigt annorlunda än andra 

produkter hon designar eftersom de känns mer viktiga och betydelsefulla. Etiskt värde 

kan också identifieras för aktörer i nätverket på grund av det viktiga uppdraget Tikau 

Share har i byn. 

4.3 Upplevt värde 

Upplevt värde kan definieras som värde som upptäcks genom upplevelser (Babin et al., 

1994). Upplevda värden såsom fantasier, känslor och nöje uppvisas hos aktörerna i 

nätverket. Upplevda värdet av känslan att lyckas nå ett mål uppvisas också hos 

aktörerna. Tikau Share-medlemmarna och grundaren av Tikau jobbar hårt för att se en 

förändring i bybornas liv, och känner sig nöjda då de lyckas med deras mål. Värde av 

att få medverka i nätverket uppvisas hos alla aktörer i nätverket. Aktörerna upplever att 

de medverkar i någonting viktigt och betydelsefullt, och att få jobba med något de anser 

vara så viktigt skapar värde för dem.  

4.4 Ytterligare värden upptäckta från empiriska data 

Analysen av data identifierade värden som inte diskuterades i den teoretiska 

referensramen. Unikhet och designvärde identifierades som uppfattade värden, medan 

samarbete, engagemang med västerlänningar, stolthet, motivation, lycka och publicitet 

identifierades som upplevda värden. 

4.5 Potentiellt negativt värde  

På grund av Tikau Shares engagemang i byn bär de ett stort ansvar för byborna. Tikau 

Share strävar efter rättvisa, men ibland är det inte möjligt att erbjuda alla samma 

möjligheter. När Tikau Share tog några hantverkare med sig till en hantverksmässa i 

Delhi, ledde det naturligtvis till avundsjuka hos de bybor som inte fick åka med. Tikau 

Share ser till att alla som vill jobba, får jobba, och de erbjuder samma arbetsmöjligheter 

för alla i byn. Västerländska Tikau Share-medlemmar hämtar med sig pengar, och 

eftersom det är så ont om pengar i byn kan det orsaka problem. En gång försvann en 

mängd pengar som var menade för att köpa ris, och detta ledde till en konflikt i byn där 

byborna började skylla på varandra. En annan gång blev en Tikau Share-medlems 

plånbok stulen i byn, och tjuven hotade en annan bybo med döden om han skulle 

avslöja tjuvens identitet. Tikau Share har också hämtat konsumentvaror till byn som 

inte fanns där från förut. Man kan debattera huruvida tvål till exempel skulle ha varit 

nödvändigt för byn eller inte. 
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4.6 Utvärdering av förbättring i bybornas livskvalitet 

Den teoretiska referensramen föreslår att man mäter förbättring i livskvalitet genom att 

observera faktorer som livstillfredsställelse, fysisk hälsa, sysselsättning, utbildning, 

grad av självständighet, välstånd, sinne för optimism och boende (IESE Insight, 2013). 

Bybornas livstillfredsställelse har ökat signifikant. När Tikaus grundare Taina Snellman 

besökte byn första gången såg hon inga leenden och byborna verkade inte vara så 

nöjda, jämfört med hur glada de är idag. Två bybor sade i sina intervjuer att deras liv 

har förbättrats efter att Tikau Share började verka i byn. Tikau Share hjälper byborna 

med deras fysiska hälsa, och har försett dem med läkarbesök, hälsovård och 

vaccinationer. Tikau Shares viktigaste mål i byn har varit att skapa sysselsättning, och 

med detta har de lyckats. Tikau och Tikau Share erbjuder jobb till alla villiga, och de får 

utveckla sina kunskaper i verkstäder som Tikau Share ordnar.  

Ett till viktigt mål för Tikau Share är att erbjuda utbildning. Tikau Share erbjuder olika 

utbildningsprogram till hantverkarna, och deras barn får gå i skolan. Graden av 

självständighet för byborna ökar i och med att de har möjlighet att tjäna sin inkomst 

och på detta sätt bli mer självständiga. Innan Tikau Shares medverkan i byn hade 

byborna inte så mycket hopp för framtiden, men Tikau Share har hämtat hopp och 

glädje till byn och atmosfären i byn har blivit mer positiv. Tikau Share hjälper också 

byborna med deras boende, genom att erbjuda plast för deras tak och reparationer för 

hus. Tikau Share samlar in pengar för tillfället för att kunna bygga ett kommunalt hus i 

byn. 

5. KONKLUSIONER 

5.1 Konklusioner angående forskningsfrågorna 

Som tidigare nämnt finns det tvetydighet vad som gäller definitionen av värde 

(Sánchez-Fernández & Iniesta-Bonillo, 2007), och därför är det svårt att mäta värde i 

numeriska termer och avgöra vilken typ av värde är viktigare än en annan. Tabell 8 i 

bilaga 2 demonstrerar att det är möjligt att räkna hur många gånger ett värde 

identifieras bland aktörerna i nätverket, och utifrån detta dra slutsatser om vilka 

värden är viktiga för hela nätverket, och vilka värden kanske bara påverkar en eller 

några aktörer. Från nyanserna i informanternas svar kan man även analysera vilka 

värden är viktigare för dem än andra identifierade värden som inte uppfattas eller 

upplevs lika starkt. 
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Utav värdetypologierna som Karababa & Kjeldgaard (2014) presenterade, är socialt 

värde och semiotisk värde uppenbarligen viktiga och identifieras för alla aktörer i 

nätverket. Social och semiotisk värde är mer viktigt än ekonomiskt värde just i detta 

specifika nätverk på grund av kontexten och berättelsen bakom nätverket och 

produkten. På grund av kontexten och Tikaus mission och mål kan man vidare 

konstatera att sociala, emotionella och etiska värden uppfattas av flest aktörer i 

nätverket. De mest upplevda värden i nätverket är medverkan, nätverk och känslan av 

att lyckas nå sina mål, detta också på grund av det viktiga arbete Tikau och Tikau Share 

upplevs göra. I en annan kontext, i ett nätverk utan en icke-statlig organisation skulle 

dessa värden troligen inte vara de mest förekommande upplevda värdena i nätverket. 

Hantverkarna i samhället på den ekonomiska pyramidens bas kan ses som den mest 

viktiga komponenten i nätverket. Tikau Shares enda uppgift är att förbättra 

levnadsomständigheterna i byn. Som tabell 8 visar går det att identifiera flest värden 

för hantverkarna. 20 värden identifieras för hantverkarna, medan 16 värden 

identifieras för Tikau Share medlemmar, designer och grundaren, 15 värden för 

konsumenten, och 9 värden för samarbetspartnern. Detta nätverk skiljer sig från andra 

nätverk med tanke på att konsumenten inte är den viktigaste aktören i nätverket, och i 

detta nätverk identifieras den näst minsta mängden värden för konsumenten. Baserat 

på alla data går det att konstatera att livskvalitén i BOP-samhället har ökat signifikant 

sedan Tikau och Tikau Shares medverkan. Viktigast är att alla bybor har tillgång till 

betydelsefull sysselsättning, och på detta sätt kan de tjäna inkomst vilket leder till en 

ökning i deras grad av självständighet. I intervjuerna med hantverkarna berättar de 

själv att de anser att deras liv har förbättrats efter Tikau Shares medverkan i byn. 

5.2 Implikationer 

Existerande värdelitteraturen är ytterst koncentrerad på konsumenten (Holbrook, 

1994; Sheth et al., 1991; Babin et al., 1994). Resultaten av denna undersökning visar att 

värde uppfattas och upplevs av andra aktörer i ett nätverk likaså, och således bidrar 

denna undersökning till ett nätverksperspektiv på värde. Dessutom hade värde inte 

studerats ur en designkontext förut, och värdelitteraturen hade inte empiriskt 

undersökt fattiga. Eftersom BOP-litteraturen inte hade studerat värde förut, bidrar 

denna avhandling med en kombination av BOP-litteratur och värdelitteratur. BOP-

litteraturen kämpar med behovet för ett klart teoretiskt ramverk för att utvärdera 

inverkan av BOP-initiativ. Denna avhandling föreslår en ny metod med värde som ett 
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verktyg för att mäta inverkan, och således bidrar avhandlingen även med ett nytt 

ramverk för att utvärdera inverkan i BOP-samhällen. 

Denna studie fokuserar på en specifik och grundlig fallstudie. I existerande litteratur 

finns det begränsat med ramverk för hur man kan utvärdera sociala inverkan av 

affärsinitiativ. Framtida forskning borde fortsätta att undersöka inverkan av 

affärsinitiativ i BOP-samhällen och andra empiriska miljöer. Samma undersökning 

kunde också upprepas identiskt till exempel om ett år, för att se om Tikau och Tikau 

Share har stannat kvar och hjälpt hantverkarna och för att mäta andra förbättringar 

över tid. För att förstå den sanna inverkan av ett affärsinitiativ borde samhället följas 

och examineras under en lång tidsperiod, för att förstå långsiktig inverkan och resultat. 

Som redan nämnt tidigare finns det stora gap i forskningen vad som gäller 

värdeförändringar och värdeskapande i flödeskedjor, värde ur nätverksperspektiv och 

värdelitteratur kombinerat med BOP-litteratur. Alla dessa är utmärkta förslag på 

fortsatt forskning. Det behövs även tydliga teoretiska ramverk för att utvärdera 

egenmakt i samhällen.  
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APPENDIX 1  

Interview guide 1:  Designer 

1) Can you talk about how you came to be involved with Tikau? 

2) Who are you collaborating with? (Tikau, artisans, others) 

3) Their understanding of what they are doing 

4) How do these products compare with other products you design? 

5) Can you explain the process of creation, from your ideas to the final product? 

6) What is your role in the creation of the end product? 

Interview guide 2: Tikau Share members 

             Your understanding of Tikau Share 

1) What does Tikau Share do? 

2) Who are the stakeholders? Who is involved? 

3) How does Tikau Share work? 

4) What is special about Tikau Share? 

5) What prompted you to get involved? 

Your role with Tikau Share 

1) What is your role with Tikau Share? 

2) Can you describe your work with Tikau Share? 

3) Do you have specific goals in working with Tikau Share? 

Tikau products and processes 

1) Can you describe how Tikau works? 

2) Who are the stakeholders? How are they involved? 
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3) Can you talk about how the products are created? 

4) How do designs and products go from one place to another? 

Value of Tikau 

1) What is the main thing Tikau does? 

2) Who does Tikau benefit? 

3) How do stakeholders benefit? 

4) Where does the value come from? 

5) At what point does value emerge for different stakeholders? 

Interview guide 3: Customer 

1) Olet sisustussuunnittelija – mitä työhösi kuuluu? 

2) Oletko valinnut Tikaun tuotteita muuallekin kuin Café Karuselliin? 

3) Mistä ja miten kuulit ensimmäistä kertaa Tikausta? 

4) Mikä saa sinut valitsemaan juuri Tikaun tuotteet (kilpailijoihin verrattuna)? 

5) Miten kuulit ensimmäisen kerran Tikaun taustasta ja tarinasta? 

6) Ajatteletko eri tavalla Tikaun tuotteista kuin muista tuotteista joita käytät 

sisustamissasi tiloissa? 

7) Oletko käyttänyt muitakin Tikaun tuotteita kuin lamppuja? 
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APPENDIX 2  

                             Tikau 
Share 
member 

Designer Founder Artisan NGO 
partner 

Consumer TOTAL 

Social x x x x x x 6 

Semiotic x x x x x x 6 

Economic   x x x x 4 

 Perceived value 
Social x x x x x x 6 

Emotional x x x x  x 5 

Ethical x x x  x x 5 

Epistemic x x x x   4 

Aesthetic x x  x  x 4 

Practical   x x  x 3 

Design  x    x 2 

Uniqueness      x 1 

Functional      x 1 

Use      x 1 

Hedonic       0 

Conditional       0 

Experiential value 

Involvement x x x x x x 6 

Network x x x x x x 6 

Fulfillment x x x x  x 5 

Emotions x  x x x  4 

Fun x x x x   4 

Fantasies x  x x   3 

Identity  x x x   3 

Co-
operation 

x x  x   3 

Pride x x  x   3 

Happiness x   x x  3 

Publicity  x x    2 

Western 
contact 

   x   1 

Motivation    x   1 

Freedom       0 

Escapism       0 

TOTAL 16 16 16 20 9 15  

Table 8 Summary of all identified values in the design network 


